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A Message from The Good Friends of Jackson Elias

Hello and welcome to AWeekend With Good Friends, an occasional
gaming convention about Call of Cthulhu, horror, and roleplaying
games in general!

This is the fifth such convention organised by the wonderful listeners
of The Good Friends of Jackson Elias podcast, and I hope you’re as
excited for it as I am. The convention organisers and staff – Bence,
Chris, Jack, Martin, John, Max, Michael, Nicky and Rina – have been
busy setting everything up so the convention runs as smoothly as it
has in previous years, and preparing to answer your questions
throughout the weekend. Paul, Matt and I are, once again, in awe of
how well they’ve managed to streamline and automate everything.

Each of these conventions has grown and reshaped our Discord
community, bringing in new people and forging friendships that
continue long after the last convention table has been safely put back
into storage. It’s an ongoing source of delight to see how the spirit of A
Weekend With Good Friends continues throughout the year, with
regular RPG sessions, story readings, video game streams and
impromptu voice chats popping up on a regular basis. If you are a
newcomer to the server, please consider sticking around after the
convention and joining all this fun. We’d love to have you here.

Even if you find yourself unable to commit to running or playing any
games ahead of time, do check out the server over the convention
weekend if you can. There are bound to be plenty of pickup games
running, and plenty of players available if you fancy running any of
your own.

We hope you have a delightful time over the weekend, filled with all
the best kinds of chills and adventure!

- Scott Dorward



A Message from the A Weekend With Good Friends
Team
Thank you for choosing to join us for the November 2022 AWeekend With Good
Friends!

A Weekend With Good Friends is a free to enter online convention which will run
from Friday, November 4 thru Sunday, November 6.

Player signups open Friday, October 21 and close Thursday, October 27, 23:59
UTC. To ensure equal access to games across time zones, we assign players to
games using a lottery system rather than on a first come, first served basis. Signing
up for a game does not guarantee you a seat in that game but rather enters you in a
draw for a seat.

The lottery results will be announced Friday, October 28 ready for the start of the
convention on Friday, November 4.

The convention is organized and run on The Good Friends of Jackson Elias Discord
at https://discord.gg/GoodFriendsofJE with all the latest information available in the
awwgf-info channel. Joining the Discord is necessary to participate and players who
are not part of the Discord won't be entered into the lottery.

The community of the Good Friends of Jackson Elias Discord prides itself on being
inclusive and welcoming to all, and participants are asked to review the AWeekend
With Good Friends Harassment and Inappropriate Behavior Policy in the following
pages.

A special note for our North American players: The stars aligned such that we were
unable to avoid the transition from Daylight Saving Time to Standard Time. Please
keep this in mind if you sign up for games on Sunday.

Should you require assistance at any point in the convention please do not hesitate
to contact the Convention Staff by visiting the awwgf-help channel in the Discord
server and clicking the “AWeekend With Good Friends help” button. If you need
more urgent assistance, such as for a safety issue, then please contact
@Convention Staff. The Convention Staff is here to help and will be happy to
answer any questions you may have.

We hope you have a great time!
IMPORTANT PLEASE NOTE: If you have not joined the discord by October 27,
11:59 PM UTC (convert timezone) your signups will not be considered for the lottery
draw.

https://discord.gg/GoodFriendsofJE
https://dateful.com/eventlink/1246160691


The Rules

1. No hate speech or bigotry. This should be pretty self-explanatory.
This convention is a welcoming space and no bigotry of any kind is
welcome.
a. In-character bigotry. In-character bigotry is NOT tolerated

either. If you are using period games or characters as a shield
to protect yourself from criticism for your language you are not
welcome. GMs may negotiate some exceptions to this rule if
the game requires it and it is handled tastefully and with the
consent of all players (eg Harlem Unbound requires some
elements of this).

b. Pronouns. Pronouns are not ‘preferred’ — they are mandatory.
If someone requests that you use their pronouns, you are to do
so. Intentionally misgendering (using they/them can be
misgendering) or avoiding pronouns is not acceptable.
Accidents do happen, but you must make an effort.

2. No harassment or threats. This should be obvious. Respect
people’s privacy; do not DM them without permission; don’t
message anything creepy or sexual; no doxing people; don’t
threaten to do any of these things.

3. Be polite to others!
4. Mature content. The convention is not strictly over 18 and as such

we recommend that if your game contains any mature content you
mark it as an 18+ game and provide content warnings. This is
especially true for any sexual content. Running any games with
more than a few light references in the presence of a minor will be
taken very seriously.

5. It is against convention policy to stream games.
6. A Weekend With Good Friends is run on a strictly volunteer basis.

If anyone requests renumeration of any sort please immediately
contact Convention Staff.

A Weekend With Good Friends Harassment and
Inappropriate Behavior Policy



A Note on Free Speech

It is important to note that the protection of free speech applies only to
the government. They cannot legally censor you for what you say.
This convention is not a government department and so freedom of
speech does not protect you from being banned from the convention if
you break the preceding rules.

Roleplaying Safety Tools

The convention recommends the use of roleplaying safety tools when
appropriate. The only required safety tool required by the convention
is for games to follow a “open table” policy. Please see the following
page for a discussion of roleplaying safety tools.

What Should I Do if I See or Experience Inappropriate Behavior?

Please report it to the Convention Staff (@Convention Staff) as soon
as possible; you can DM us, use the “AWeekend With Good Friends
help” button in #awwgf-help, or if you wish to stay anonymous use this
Google Form https://forms.gle/uimaQzsqKXZEZFiv8.

https://forms.gle/uimaQzsqKXZEZFiv8
https://forms.gle/uimaQzsqKXZEZFiv8


What Are Roleplaying Safety Tools?

Roleplaying Safety Tools are a means to help facilitate communication
between GMs and players and amongst players to ensure that
everyone involved continues to enjoy the game and that topics that
may be traumatic or sensitive for an individual are handled with the
appropriate level of care.

The Open Table

Players may leave the game at any time without question if the
content makes them uncomfortable. They do not need to provide an
explanation. This is the only safety tool mandated by the convention.

Content Warnings

If you know for certain that extreme or controversial content is going to
come up in your game, it is a good idea to provide an upfront warning
so people don’t sign up and then decide the content isn’t for them. For
example, if a GM were running Monsterhearts, they should provide
the disclaimer “Contains mature sexual themes” so anyone who does
not want that in their games would know to stay away.

Lines and Veils

Lines and Veils are terms used to convey the limits of the game. They
might include subject matter that participants find objectionable or
traumatic and do not wish to interact with.

Lines are themes or elements that a participant wishes to be off-limits
entirely. When you establish a line that content does not come up in
the game no matter what.

Veils are themes or elements that a participant does not wish to
interact with directly but can be alluded to. Typically, veiled material is
only implied or very briefly mentioned and immediately cut away from
by the GM.

Roleplaying Safety Tools



It is a good idea to establish some ahead of time, but you can also
come up with new ones during the game. As a GM it can be useful to
come with some of your own to prompt others ideas and then have
them send them to you privately. For example, a GM might say “I have
a line on sexual assault, that theme will not come up in the game, and
I draw a veil over consensual sex so things don’t get too gross; do you
have any?” and then prompt them to message me privately.

The X-Card

The X card is a safety tool that is traditionally a piece of cardboard
with an X on it where at any point in the game any player or GM may
tap the card to indicate they are uncomfortable with what is happening
and to skip it. This provides some challenges online but some options
include sending just the letter X in chat, or setting up a card on a
virtual tabletop if you’re using one of them.

Additional safety tools exist. If you would like to learn more, the
TTRPG Safety Toolkit available at https://t.co/gA6hV6VKqm is an
excellent resource.

https://t.co/gA6hV6VKqm


A Weekend With Good Friends Game Slots

The players and Game Masters who participate in AWeekend With
Good Friends come from all over the world; because of this the
convention’s time slots are aligned with the Coordinated Universal
Time (UTC) timezone. The following tables detail the times of the
game slots as well as providing a handful of converted times.

For your convenience, you can click on the game slot names to be
linked to an external timezone converter which will attempt to convert
to your local timezone based on your IP address. This converter also
contains links to add calendar events on most major platforms.

Please be aware that in some timezones games may start on a
different date compared to the UTC listings. This is called out in the
charts below.

North American timezones are detailed on the following pages.

Slot UTC+0 CET (UTC+1) AEDT (UTC+11)
Slot 1 00:30 - 04:30 01:30 - 05:30 11:30 - 15:30
Slot 2 05:00 - 09:00 06:00 - 10:00 16:00 - 20:00
Slot 3 10:00 - 14:00 11:00 - 15:00 21:00 - 01:00
Slot 4 15:00 - 19:00 16:00 - 20:00 02:00 - 06:00 *
Slot 5 20:00 - 24:00 21:00 - 01:00 07:00 - 11:00 *

Friday, November 4

* Game starts on November 5 in this timezone

https://dateful.com/eventlink/2900473659
https://dateful.com/eventlink/2900473659
https://dateful.com/eventlink/2900473659
https://dateful.com/eventlink/1369042342
https://dateful.com/eventlink/1369042342
https://dateful.com/eventlink/2732429557
https://dateful.com/eventlink/2732429557
https://dateful.com/eventlink/2275632281
https://dateful.com/eventlink/2275632281
https://dateful.com/eventlink/2821620742
https://dateful.com/eventlink/2821620742


Slot UTC+0 CET (UTC+1) AEDT (UTC+11)
Slot 6 00:30 - 04:30 01:30 - 05:30 11:30 - 15:30
Slot 7 05:00 - 09:00 06:00 - 10:00 16:00 - 20:00
Slot 8 10:00 - 14:00 11:00 - 15:00 21:00 - 01:00
Slot 9 15:00 - 19:00 16:00 - 20:00 02:00 - 06:00 *
Slot 10 20:00 - 24:00 21:00 - 01:00 07:00 - 11:00 *

Saturday, November 5

Slot UTC+0 CET (UTC+1) AEDT (UTC+11)
Slot 11 00:30 - 04:30 01:30 - 05:30 11:30 - 15:30
Slot 12 05:00 - 09:00 06:00 - 10:00 16:00 - 20:00
Slot 13 10:00 - 14:00 11:00 - 15:00 21:00 - 01:00
Slot 14 15:00 - 19:00 16:00 - 20:00 02:00 - 06:00 *
Slot 15 20:00 - 24:00 21:00 - 01:00 07:00 - 11:00 *

Sunday, November 6

* Game starts on November 6 in this timezone

* Game starts on November 7 in this timezone

https://dateful.com/eventlink/2681014955
https://dateful.com/eventlink/2681014955
https://dateful.com/eventlink/2013758843
https://dateful.com/eventlink/2013758843
https://dateful.com/eventlink/3320773084
https://dateful.com/eventlink/3320773084
https://dateful.com/eventlink/2196632708
https://dateful.com/eventlink/2196632708
https://dateful.com/eventlink/3219822502
https://dateful.com/eventlink/3219822502
https://dateful.com/eventlink/9984345081
https://dateful.com/eventlink/9984345081
https://dateful.com/eventlink/2459840067
https://dateful.com/eventlink/2459840067
https://dateful.com/eventlink/1630477830
https://dateful.com/eventlink/1630477830
https://dateful.com/eventlink/1516786995
https://dateful.com/eventlink/1516786995
https://dateful.com/eventlink/6372283695
https://dateful.com/eventlink/6372283695


Slot Newfoundland Atlantic Eastern
Slot 1 22:00 - 02:00 * 21:30 - 01:30 * 20:30 - 00:30 *
Slot 2 02:30 - 06:30 02:00 - 06:00 01:00 - 05:00
Slot 3 07:30 - 11:30 07:00 - 11:00 06:00 - 10:00
Slot 4 12:30 - 16:30 12:00 - 16:00 11:00 - 15:00
Slot 5 17:30 - 21:30 17:00 - 21:00 16:00 - 20:00

Slot Central Mountain Pacific
Slot 1 19:30 - 23:30 * 18:30 - 22:30 * 17:30 - 21:30 *
Slot 2 00:00 - 04:00 23:00 - 03:00 22:00 - 02:00 *
Slot 3 05:00 - 09:00 04:00 - 08:00 03:00 - 07:00
Slot 4 10:00 - 14:00 09:00 - 13:00 08:00 - 12:00
Slot 5 15:00 - 19:00 14:00 - 18:00 13:00 - 17:00

Friday, November 4

Saturday, November 5

Slot Newfoundland Atlantic Eastern
Slot 1 22:00 - 02:00 * 21:30 - 01:30 * 20:30 - 00:30 *
Slot 2 02:30 - 06:30 02:00 - 06:00 01:00 - 05:00
Slot 3 07:30 - 11:30 07:00 - 11:00 06:00 - 10:00
Slot 4 12:30 - 16:30 12:00 - 16:00 11:00 - 15:00
Slot 5 17:30 - 21:30 17:00 - 21:00 16:00 - 20:00

Slot Central Mountain Pacific
Slot 1 19:30 - 23:30 * 18:30 - 22:30 * 17:30 - 21:30 *
Slot 2 00:00 - 04:00 23:00 - 03:00 * 22:00 - 02:00 *
Slot 3 05:00 - 09:00 04:00 - 08:00 03:00 - 07:00
Slot 4 10:00 - 14:00 09:00 - 13:00 08:00 - 12:00
Slot 5 15:00 - 19:00 14:00 - 18:00 13:00 - 17:00

Slot Newfoundland Atlantic Eastern
Slot 6 22:00 - 02:00 * 21:30 - 01:30 * 20:30 - 00:30*
Slot 7 02:30 - 06:30 02:00 - 06:00 01:00 - 05:00
Slot 8 07:30 - 11:30 07:00 - 11:00 06:00 - 10:00
Slot 9 12:30 - 16:30 12:00 - 16:00 11:00 - 15:00
Slot 10 17:30 - 21:30 17:00 - 21:00 16:00 - 20:00

Slot Central Mountain Pacific
Slot 6 19:30 - 23:30* 18:30 - 22:30 * 17:30 - 21:30 *
Slot 7 00:00 - 04:00 23:00 - 03:00 * 22:00 - 02:00 *
Slot 8 05:00-09:00 04:00 - 08:00 03:00 - 07:00
Slot 9 10:00 - 14:00 09:00 - 13:00 08:00 - 12:00
Slot 10 15:00 - 19:00 14:00 - 18:00 13:00 - 17:00

* Game starts on November 3 in this timezone

* Game starts on November 4 in this timezone

https://dateful.com/eventlink/2900473659
https://dateful.com/eventlink/2900473659
https://dateful.com/eventlink/1369042342
https://dateful.com/eventlink/1369042342
https://dateful.com/eventlink/2732429557
https://dateful.com/eventlink/2732429557
https://dateful.com/eventlink/2275632281
https://dateful.com/eventlink/2275632281
https://dateful.com/eventlink/2821620742
https://dateful.com/eventlink/2821620742
https://dateful.com/eventlink/2900473659
https://dateful.com/eventlink/2900473659
https://dateful.com/eventlink/1369042342
https://dateful.com/eventlink/1369042342
https://dateful.com/eventlink/2732429557
https://dateful.com/eventlink/2732429557
https://dateful.com/eventlink/2275632281
https://dateful.com/eventlink/2275632281
https://dateful.com/eventlink/2821620742
https://dateful.com/eventlink/2821620742
https://dateful.com/eventlink/2900473659
https://dateful.com/eventlink/2900473659
https://dateful.com/eventlink/1369042342
https://dateful.com/eventlink/1369042342
https://dateful.com/eventlink/2732429557
https://dateful.com/eventlink/2732429557
https://dateful.com/eventlink/2275632281
https://dateful.com/eventlink/2275632281
https://dateful.com/eventlink/2821620742
https://dateful.com/eventlink/2821620742
https://dateful.com/eventlink/2900473659
https://dateful.com/eventlink/2900473659
https://dateful.com/eventlink/1369042342
https://dateful.com/eventlink/1369042342
https://dateful.com/eventlink/2732429557
https://dateful.com/eventlink/2732429557
https://dateful.com/eventlink/2275632281
https://dateful.com/eventlink/2275632281
https://dateful.com/eventlink/2821620742
https://dateful.com/eventlink/2821620742
https://dateful.com/eventlink/2681014955
https://dateful.com/eventlink/2681014955
https://dateful.com/eventlink/2013758843
https://dateful.com/eventlink/2013758843
https://dateful.com/eventlink/3320773084
https://dateful.com/eventlink/3320773084
https://dateful.com/eventlink/2196632708
https://dateful.com/eventlink/2196632708
https://dateful.com/eventlink/3219822502
https://dateful.com/eventlink/3219822502
https://dateful.com/eventlink/2681014955
https://dateful.com/eventlink/2681014955
https://dateful.com/eventlink/2013758843
https://dateful.com/eventlink/2013758843
https://dateful.com/eventlink/3320773084
https://dateful.com/eventlink/3320773084
https://dateful.com/eventlink/2196632708
https://dateful.com/eventlink/2196632708
https://dateful.com/eventlink/3219822502
https://dateful.com/eventlink/3219822502


Sunday, November 6

Slot Newfoundland Atlantic Eastern
Slot 11 22:00 - 01:00 *† 21:30 - 01:30 * 20:30 - 00:30 *
Slot 12 01:30 - 05:30 01:00 - 05:00 † 01:00 - 04:00 †
Slot 13 06:30 - 10:30 06:00 - 10:00 05:00 - 09:00
Slot 14 11:30 - 15:30 11:00 - 15:00 10:00 - 14:00
Slot 15 10:30 - 14:30 16:00 - 20:00 15:00 - 19:00

Slot Central Mountain Pacific
Slot 11 19:30 - 23:30 * 18:30 - 22:30 * 17:30 - 21:30 *
Slot 12 00:00 - 03:00 † 23:00 - 02:00 *† 22:00 - 01:00 *†
Slot 13 04:00 - 08:00 03:00 - 07:00 02:00 - 06:00
Slot 14 09:00 - 13:00 08:00 - 12:00 07:00 - 11:00
Slot 15 14:00 - 18:00 13:00 - 17:00 12:00 - 16:00

* Game starts on November 5 in this timezone
† Daylight Saving Time ends in this slot for this timezone

https://dateful.com/eventlink/9984345081
https://dateful.com/eventlink/9984345081
https://dateful.com/eventlink/2459840067
https://dateful.com/eventlink/2459840067
https://dateful.com/eventlink/1630477830
https://dateful.com/eventlink/1630477830
https://dateful.com/eventlink/1516786995
https://dateful.com/eventlink/1516786995
https://dateful.com/eventlink/6372283695
https://dateful.com/eventlink/6372283695
https://dateful.com/eventlink/9984345081
https://dateful.com/eventlink/9984345081
https://dateful.com/eventlink/2459840067
https://dateful.com/eventlink/2459840067
https://dateful.com/eventlink/1630477830
https://dateful.com/eventlink/1630477830
https://dateful.com/eventlink/1516786995
https://dateful.com/eventlink/1516786995
https://dateful.com/eventlink/6372283695
https://dateful.com/eventlink/6372283695


Before the Convention Begins

Player signups run between October 21 - October 27 and the lottery will be
drawn October 28.

Players who have been allocated seats must check Discord regularly to keep in
touch with GMs and convention organisers; some GMs will want to sort out
characters in advance and may have other aspects of the game to discuss with
you. GMs have been asked to make contact with their players by the end of
November 2. If a GM has not been able to make contact with a player by
November 2 then that player's seat will be forfeit and will be reallocated.

Players who have been put on a waitlist must check Discord regularly; in the
event that a seat becomes available, the convention organisers will use Discord
to make contact with players on the waitlists. Even games in high demand in
popular slots become available, so it's worth keeping a close eye on Discord or
you could miss out!

If you are unable to make a game, then please let the convention organisers
know by using the "AWeekend With Good Friends help" button in the awwgf-
help channel.

After the Convention Starts

Players are asked to be ready on Discord at least five minutes before the
game and seats will be reallocated to other players shortly afterwards in
the event of a no-show.

Although this might seem a little harsh, it takes a reasonable amount of
time for the convention organisers to find another player and for that
player to get set up.

If players know that they might be unable to make the start of the game
then they are urged to make contact with the GM on the day of the game
to confirm their place at the table. Players are reminded that Discord
messages can be left with GMs even if GMs are not online.

Players looking for more games are advised to keep an eye on #awwgf-
waitlists for seats that become available at short notice when players
drop out. The convention organisers ask that players taking these seats
are at home and ready to play before accepting a seat.



It is also possible for GMs to offer pickup games on Discord during the
game. Previous conventions have seen games offered by some of the
more popular GMs at very short notice!

Tips For Getting Games

Players can sign up for as many games as they like.

Signups for popular games are always phenomenal; there is a good
chance that players who only sign up for popular games will end up with
no games. Players that make a wide selection of games are much more
likely to get a full weekend than people that only sign up for the popular
games.

Players that don’t get any of the games they really wanted are
encouraged to keep an eye on #awwgf-waitlists during the convention.
Even the most popular games have had multiple dropouts, with
unexpected surprises for players that thought they’d missed out.

The Discord has seen an incredible number of friendships form, resulting
in numerous long-running campaigns, one-shots and West Marches style
groups. Players are encouraged to get involved and get in some games
with some unfamiliar faces. There’s a good chance that A Weekend With
Good Friends will turn out to be a very long weekend indeed!



Index of Games by Time Slot

Game Slot 1

• Call of Cthulhu - The Boss - Vantablack Pharaoh

• Call of Cthulhu (Meddling Kids vsn) - Carnival of Madness -
Shoggoth-Nito

• Cthulhu Dark - Spoiled milk - ABBAttoir

• Fear of the Unknown - Let's make a horror movie! - T_T

• The Goblin Laws of Gaming - Something Stinks in Stilton -
Boswell

Game Slot 2

• Call of Cthulhu - Night Bus - katanagunslinger

• Call Of Cthulhu - Paper Mache - ABBAttoir

• Call of Cthulhu - The Mist Sower - Michalis Mandilaras

• CY_BORG - Lucky Flight Takedown - Kraken

• Electric Bastionland - The Stygian Library - Bernardasaur

Game Slot 3

• Call of Cthulhu (The Laundry) - Training Day - Anthony Lee-
Dudley

• Delta Green - His Eye Is On The Sparrow - Tore Nielsen

• Deluxe Tunnels & Trolls - Seekers of Starmetal - seanfsmith

• MÖRK BORG - The Temple of the Kraken God - Kraken



Game Slot 4

• Alien: The Roleplaying Game - Hope's Last Day -
CaptainKudzu

• Call of Cthulhu - Mobtown: Hardboiled - PLAYTEST -
drcolossus1

• Call of Cthulhu - Pop Goes the Weasel - 10sidedfear

• Cthulhu Dark - Miskatonic Shoreside Conservatory -
Graham

• Delta Green - Delta Green: Artifact Zero - sicDaniel

• Hostile (a Traveller derivative) - SkyRig - random-answer

• Hot War (Time and Tide setting) - Picking the Bones - Scott
Dorward

• Liminal - Sins of the Father - Sue

• WaRP System (Over the Edge) - "Reality denied comes
back to haunt" - Wayne Rossi

Game Slot 5

• Alien: The Roleplaying Game - Hope's Last Day - pickled

• Blood & Water - A Place in the Country - Groundhoggoth

• Call Of Cthulhu - A Cup of Horror (����������) -
JR

• Call Of Cthulhu - Click Clack - Rina (they/them)

• Call of Cthulhu - Poisoned Soup - Brod

• Call of Cthulhu - Somebody Think of the Children -
bones_of_caine

• Call of Cthulhu (Gaslight) - Blackshade - Scott Dorward



• Cthulhu Dark - Punk Cthulhu - The 5 Techniques - Hilmar

• Cybermetal 2012 - The Heretical Heart - jwmuk

• Kult: Divinity Lost - The Protocol - thelilscientist

• Old-School Essentials (BX DnD) - Winter's Daughter - tf

• Pulp Cthulhu - The Phantom Train - Gondorf5_TS

• The Zone RPG - The Zone RPG - The Liar from Beyond

• Vaesen - The Friend, the Fiend, and the Shadow of the
Night - Bitburg_Chef

• Vaesen - The Night Sow - Mr Spike

Game Slot 6

• Alien: The Roleplaying Game - Terminal Delays at
Anarene's Folly - ZeroFlee

• Bird Crimes - TurBIRDulance - DontStopMeNow

• Call of Cthulhu - The Whirling of Ginza - Hattifattener

• Dungeon Crawl Classics - The Headless Haunting of
Berengar Manor - GrapeApe

• Pulp Cthulhu - Down Darker Trails - Pressure Cooker -
Kafkas-Banjo

• Those Dark Places - The Ana-Sin-Emid Report -
Patricksmatrick

• Unknown Armies - ICONODULES - mellonbread

Game Slot 7

• Call of Cthulhu - The Crack'd and Crook'd Manse -
KingofBlades113



• Pulp Cthulhu - Down Darker Trails - Belly of The Beast -
Kafkas-Banjo

• Spire: The City Must Fall - These Feral Saints -
Bernardasaur

• Trophy Dark - Die, Grave Robber, Die! - Kraken

• Vaesen - Old Meg - Shannon Mac

Game Slot 8

• ARC Doom - Cupid's Henchmen - Tore Nielsen

• Call of Cthulhu - A Bone to Pick - Grant Dowell

• Call of Cthulhu - Movie Night - sicDaniel

• Call of Cthulhu - Ravishing Beauty - 10sidedfear

• Fate Accelerated - Cosmic Blues - Death On Ganymede -
Tycho

• Liminal - Prodigal Son - Mr Spike

• Skorne - Pilgrimage to the Desecrated Temple - carnel

• The Dee Sanction - Remember Remember - random-
answer

Game Slot 9

• Alien: The Roleplaying Game - Bait and Switch -
iPwnedMSCS

• Boot Hill 1e/2e w/ home-brewed skills - magic - etc. - A
Blasphemous Cargo - Michael C.

• Call of Cthulhu - Dark Waters - Vantablack Pharaoh

• Call Of Cthulhu - Do Gods Dream of Digital Drugs?���
�������������� - JR



• Call of Cthulhu - Saturday the 14th - Rina (they/them)

• Call of Cthulhu - Saturnine Chalice - Bitburg_Chef

• Call of Cthulhu (Pulp Scooby Style) 1970 - Carnival of
Madness (Scooby-Doo Version) - Shoggoth-Nito

• Delta Green - A Victim of the Art - Patricksmatrick

• Fantasy FKR (Free Kriegsspiel Roleplaying) - Hand of the
Mandrakes - seanfsmith

• Kult: Divinity Lost - A Walk in the Park - Sue

• Kult: Divinity Lost - Price of Admission - thelilscientist

• Unknown Armies - Lamp Posts in Bloom - Scott Dorward

Game Slot 10

• Call of Cthulhu - Saturday the 14th - Dr. Bones

• Call of Cthulhu - The Perfumed Jungle - Anthony Lee-
Dudley

• Call of Cthulhu - The White Journey - Plexussolaris

• Call of Cthulhu (Modern Era) - The Derelict - CD

• Call of Cthulhu (1970s) - The Protocol - Bitburg_Chef

• Call of Cthulhu Classic - I'm not brave anymore darling -
sweet_fhtagns

• Cthulhu Dark - Consume - Fragslag

• Cthulhu Dark Ages (Modified) - Here There Be Witches -
Vantablack Pharaoh

• Hot War (Time and Tide setting) - Picking the Bones - Scott



Dorward

• Kult: Divinity Lost - Maternal Instinct - thelilscientist

• Microscope - Dirty Old Town - Groundhoggoth

• Mutants and Masterminds - The Novikov Gambit - Puddy_R

• One - The Covenant of Dagon - Phzoul

• Trophy Dark - The Forbidden Archives - technoskald

• Worlds Without Number - The Secret of the Pinched Cistern
- Wizard

Game Slot 11

• Delta Green - Eight Folds To Infinity - mellonbread

• Jiangshi - City of Angels, Secrets, and Garlic - P. Troilus

• Old School Essentials (BX DnD) - The Waking of Willowby
Hall - tf

• Pulp Cthulhu - The Phantom Train - Gondorf5_TS

Game Slot 12

• Call of Cthulhu - A Bad Day at Hanging Rock - DrT

• Call of Cthulhu - Lightless Beacon - Shoggoth-Nito

• Cthulhu Dark - Pelvis et Umbra Sumus - Kraken

• King Arthur Pendragon 5.2 - The Promises We Keep -
Shannon Mac

Game Slot 13

• Call of Cthulhu - Sound of the Sea - 10sidedfear

• Puppteland - Two Tales From Puppetland - The Tale of



Three Buttons and Vada Wolley Rex - SarahD

• Vaesen - A Summer Frost - blythy

Game Slot 14

• Alien: The Roleplaying Game - Fallout - iPwnedMSCS

• Call of Cthulhu - An Unctuous Brew - SpoJino

• Call of Cthulhu - Tatterdemalion - Dr. Bones

• Call of Cthulhu - The Shadow Over Providence - Mr Spike

• Call of Cthulhu (Gaslight) - Blackshade - Scott Dorward

• Delta Green - A Victim of the Art - Bitburg_Chef

• Delta Green - PX Poker Night - stef1885

• Fear of the Unknown - Let's make a horror movie! - T_T

• Kult: Divinity Lost - Havel's Cross - thelilscientist

• Swords without Master - Escape from the Ticking City -
carnel

• They Came from Beyond the Grave - Sins of the Past -
DontStopMeNow

Game Slot 15

• Alien: The Roleplaying Game - Mandatory Fun - Allegedly
Dave

• Call of Cthulhu - Ghost Jackal Kill - Puddy_R

• Call of Cthulhu - Mail-Order Bribe - Jade Griffin

• Call of Cthulhu - Safe Space - Rina (they/them)

• Call of Cthulhu - Uisge Beatha - Bitburg_Chef



• Call of Cthulhu Dark Ages - The Dragon and the Wolf -
ZoeKitten84

• Cthulhu Dark - Amidst the Ancient Trees - technoskald

• Kult: Divinity Lost - Under the Knife - thelilscientist

• Kult: Divinity Lost - UNLAND - Sue

• Old-School Essentials (BX DnD) - Winter's Daughter - tf

• The Fall of Delta Green - Lost Weekend - DirktheDice

• The Final Voyage of the Selene - The Final Voyage of the
Selene - Groundhoggoth

• Unknown Armies - Lamp Posts in Bloom - Scott Dorward

• Vampire: the Masquerade (20th Anniversary Edition) -
Corpse Heist - linus.larsson



Index of Games by System

Alien: The Roleplaying Game

• Bait and Switch - Slot 9 - iPwnedMSCS

• Fallout - Slot 14 - iPwnedMSCS

• Hope's Last Day - Slot 4 - CaptainKudzu

• Hope's Last Day - Slot 5 - pickled

• Mandatory Fun - Slot 6 - Allegedly Dave

• Terminal Delays at Anarene's Folly - Slot 6 -
ZeroFlee

ARC Doom

• Cupid's Henchmen - Slot 8 - Tore Nielsen

Bird Crimes

• TurBIRDulance - Slot 6 - DontStopMeNow

Blood and Water

• A Place in the Country - Slot 5 - Groundhoggoth

Boot Hill

• A Blasphemous Cargo - Slot 9 - Michael C.

Call of Cthulhu

• A Bad Day at Hanging Rock - Slot 12 - DrT

• A Bone to Pick - Slot 8 - Grant Dowell



• A Cup of Horror (����������) - Slot 5 -
JR

• An Unctuous Brew - Slot 14 - SpoJino

• Click Clack - Slot 5 - Rina (they/them)

• Dark Waters - Slot 9 - Vantablack Pharaoh

• Do Gods Dream of Digital Drugs?��������
��������� - Slot 9 - JR

• Ghost Jackal Kill - Slot 15 - Puddy_R

• Lightless Beacon - Slot 12 - Shoggoth-Nito

• Mail-Order Bribe - Slot 15 - Jade Griffin

• Mobtown: Hardboiled - PLAYTEST - Slot 4 -
drcolossus1

• Movie Night - Slot 8 - sicDaniel

• Night Bus - Slot 2 - katanagunslinger

• Paper Mache - Slot 2 - ABBAttoir

• Poisoned Soup - Slot 5 - Brod

• Pop Goes the Weasel - Slot 4 - 10sidedfear

• Ravishing Beauty - Slot 8 - 10sidedfear

• Safe Space - Slot 15 - Rina (they/them)

• Saturday the 14th - Slot 9 - Rina (they/them)

• Saturday the 14th - Slot 10 - Dr. Bones



• Saturnine Chalice - Slot 9 - Bitburg_Chef

• Somebody Think of the Children - Slot 5 -
bones_of_caine

• Sound of the Sea - Slot 13 - 10sidedfear

• Tatterdemalion - Slot 14 - Dr. Bones

• The Boss - Slot 1 - Vantablack Pharaoh

• The Crack'd and Crook'd Manse - Slot 7 -
KingofBlades113

• The Mist Sower - Slot 2 - Michalis Mandilaras

• The Perfumed Jungle - Slot 10 - Anthony Lee-
Dudley

• The Shadow Over Providence - Slot 14 - Mr Spike

• The Whirling of Ginza - Slot 6 - Hattifattener

• The White Journey - Slot 10 - Plexussolaris

• Uisge Beatha - Slot 15 - Bitburg_Chef

Call of Cthulhu Gaslight

• Blackshade - Slot 5 - Scott Dorward

• Blackshade - Slot 14 - Scott Dorward

Call of Cthulhu Meddling Kids

• Carnival of Madness - Slot 1 - Shoggoth-Nito



Call of Cthulhu Modern

• The Derelict - Slot 10 - CD

Call of Cthulhu The Laundry

• Training Day - Slot 3 - Anthony Lee-Dudley

Call of Cthulhu 1970s

• The Protocol - Slot 10 - Bitburg_Chef

Call of Cthulhu Classic

• I'm not brave anymore darling - Slot 10 -
sweet_fhtagns

Cthulhu Dark Ages

• The Dragon and the Wolf - Slot 15 - ZoeKitten84

• Here There Be Witches - Slot 10 - Vantablack
Pharaoh

Cthulhu Dark

• Amidst the Ancient Trees - Slot 15 - technoskald

• Consume - Slot 10 - Fragslag

• Miskatonic Shoreside Conservatory - Slot 4 -
Graham

• Pelvis et Umbra Sumus - Slot 12 - Kraken

• Punk Cthulhu - The 5 Techniques - Slot 5 - Hilmar

• Spoiled milk - Slot 1 - ABBAttoir



CY_BORG

• Lucky Flight Takedown - Slot 2 - Kraken

Cybermetal 2012

• The Heretical Heart - Slot 5 - jwmuk

Delta Green

• A Victim of the Art - Slot 9 - Patricksmatrick

• A Victim of the Art - Slot 14 - Bitburg_Chef

• Delta Green: Artifact Zero - Slot 4 - sicDaniel

• Eight Folds To Infinity - Slot 11 - mellonbread

• His Eye Is On The Sparrow - Slot 3 - Tore Nielsen

• PX Poker Night - Slot 14 - stef1885

Deluxe Tunnels and Trolls

• Seekers of Starmetal - Slot 3 - seanfsmith

Dungeon Crawl Classics

• The Headless Haunting of Berengar Manor - Slot 6 -
GrapeApe

Electric Bastionland

• The Stygian Library - Slot 2 - Bernardasaur

Fantasy Free Kriegsspiel Roleplaying

• Hand of the Mandrakes - Slot 9 - seanfsmith



Fate Accelerated

• Cosmic Blues - Death On Ganymede - Slot 8 -
Tycho

Fear of the Unknown

• Let's make a horror movie! - Slot 1 - T_T

• Let's make a horror movie! - Slot 14 - T_T

Hostile (Traveler)

• SkyRig - Slot 4 - random-answer

Hot War (Time and Tide Setting)

• Picking the Bones - Slot 4 - Scott Dorward

• Picking the Bones - Slot 10 - Scott Dorward

Jinagshi

• City of Angels, Secrets, and Garlic - Slot 11 - P.
Troilus

King Arthur Pendragon 5.2

• The Promises We Keep - Slot 12 - Shannon Mac

KULT: Divinity Lost

• A Walk in the Park - Slot 9 - Sue

• Havel's Cross - Slot 14 - thelilscientist

• Maternal Instinct - Slot 10 - thelilscientist

• Price of Admission - Slot 9 - thelilscientist



• The Protocol - Slot 5 - thelilscientist

• Under the Knife - Slot 15 - thelilscientist

• UNLAND - Slot 15 - Sue

Liminal

• Prodigal Son - Slot 8 - Mr Spike

• Sins of the Father - Slot 4 - Sue

Microscope

• Dirty Old Town - Slot 10 - Groundhoggoth

Mörk Borg

• The Temple of the Kraken God - Slot 3 - Kraken

Mutants and Masterminds

• The Novikov Gambit - Slot 10 - Puddy_R

Old-School Essentials

• The Waking of Willowby Hall - Slot 11 - tf

• Winter's Daughter - Slot 5 - tf

• Winter's Daughter - Slot 15 - tf

One

• The Covenant of Dagon - Slot 10 - Phzoul

Pulp Cthulhu



• Carnival of Madness (Scooby-Doo Version) - Slot 9
- Shoggoth-Nito

• The Phantom Train - Slot 5 - Gondorf5_TS

• The Phantom Train - Slot 11 - Gondorf5_TS

Pulp Cthulhu Down Darker Trails

• Belly of The Beast - Slot 7 - Kafkas-Banjo

• Pressure Cooker - Slot 6 - Kafkas-Banjo

Puppetland

• Two Tales From Puppetland - The Tale of Three
Buttons and Vada Wolley Rex - Slot 13 - SarahD

Skorne

• Pilgrimage to the Desecrated Temple - Slot 8 -
carnel

Spire: The City Must Fall

• These Feral Saints - Slot 7 - Bernardasaur

Swords Without Master

• Escape from the Ticking City - Slot 14 - carnel

The Dee Sanction

• Remember Remember - Slot 8 - random-answer



The Fall of Delta Green

• Lost Weekend - Slot 15 - DirktheDice

The Final Voyage of the Selene

• The Final Voyage of the Selene - Slot 15 -
Groundhoggoth

The Goblin Laws of Gaming

• Something Stinks in Stilton - Slot 1 - Boswell

The Zone RPG

• The Zone RPG - Slot 5 - The Liar from Beyond

They Came From Beyond the Grave

• Sins of the Past - Slot 14 - DontStopMeNow

Those Dark Places

• The Ana-Sin-Emid Report - Slot 6 - Patricksmatrick

Trophy Dark

• Die, Grave Robber, Die! - Slot 7 - Kraken

• The Forbidden Archives - Slot 10 - technoskald

Unknown Armies

• ICONODULES - Slot 6 - mellonbread



• Lamp Posts in Bloom - Slot 9 - Scott Dorward

• Lamp Posts in Bloom - Slot 15 - Scott Dorward

Vaesen

• A Summer Frost - Slot 13 - blythy

• Old Meg - Slot 7 - Shannon Mac

• The Friend, the Fiend and the Shadow of the Night -
Slot 5 - Bitburg_Chef

• The Night Sow - Slot 5 - Mr Spike

Vampire the Masquerade (20th Anniversary)

• Corpse Heist - Slot 15 - linus.larsson

Wanton Roleplaying System

• Reality denied comes back to haunt - Slot 4 - Wayne
Rossi

Worlds Without Number

• The Secret of the Pinched Cistern - Slot 10 - Wizard



Game Slot 1
November 4, 00:30 - 04:30 UTC
November 4, 01:30 - 05:30 CET
November 4, 11:30 - 15:30 AEDT

November 3, 22:00 - 02:00 Newfoundland
November 3, 21:30 - 01:30 Atlantic
November 3, 20:30 - 00:30 Eastern
November 3, 19:30 - 23:30 Central
November 3, 18:30 - 22:30 Mountain
November 3, 17:30 - 21:30 Pacific

https://dateful.com/eventlink/2900473659


The Boss for Call of Cthulhu
Offered by Vantablack Pharaoh

1920's Boston, MA. It's the era of Prohibition, rum-running,
and artistic movements launching new creatives into the
stratosphere. Now open to the public, the Lakeside Guild is
the most prestigious new art club in town, and a mysterious
one at that... what's it hiding? Who can know until they walk
through those doors?

After witnessing the bloody aftermath of a suicide in a
subway station, you and a handful of others soon discover
strange evidence pointing to something off about the new
Art Club. Being curious sorts, the only way to discover
what's really going on is to visit for yourselves. Just try not
to look too closely at any of the pieces or people within...
you might regret it. Who IS the boss of this fine
establishment really, anyway?

This is a one-shot psych horror with survival elements. I
would prefer you make your own characters, and ideally
they should be connected to the art world, but police and
detectives are more than welcome too. There are some
brutal and disturbing moments here, but nothing that would
put this above a 16+ for attendants.

Content Warnings: Suicide, Death, Torture, general Reality
Warping

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-game discussion, X-Card

For 3-5 players, ages 16 and older. This game is beginner
friendly.
Characters will be created during or before play by the
players.



Carnival of Madness for Call of Cthulhu (Meddling
Kids vsn)
Offered by Shoggoth-Nito

It's October 30, 1970. A group of friends decide to go out,
and maybe promote their band's gig the following night.

Content Warnings: Psychological horror.

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-game discussion

For 4-4 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner
friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.



Spoiled Milk for Cthulhu Dark
Offered by ABBAttoir

1904 Arkham, Massachusetts: A rash of infant sickness is
going through a now quiet Arkham neighborhood. What
were once vibrant children now stare glass eyed, their skin
pale and cold. But to make matters worse, someone has
had the audacity to steal the neighborhood's milk bottles
right off their doorsteps! It's probably those odd vagabonds
that have settled nearby, always sneaking around at night.
They must certainly be up to no good! After all, they're most
likely the ones behind that ghoulish incident that happened
a few weeks ago at Potter's Field cemetery. That's around
when they showed up, after all.

Content Warnings: Children in peril, self harm, body horror

Additional Safety Tools: X-Card

For 2-3 players, ages 16 and older. This game is beginner
friendly.
Characters will be created during or before play by the
players.



Let's Make a Horror Movie! for Fear of the Unknown
Offered by T_T

Fear of the Unknown is a zero prep horror mystery RPG
where every game is a horror film. Scott Dorward played it
at a previous WWGF and said "The mechanics work really
quite well. It's coming together nicely. I did enjoy that."

Solve mysteries, face perils, encounter horrors, and see
how that changes you as a person

Content Warnings: none

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-game discussion

Google Meet link

For 2-5 players, no minimum age. This game is beginner
friendly.
Characters will be created during or before play by the
players.

https://meet.google.com/qci-iybq-iup


Something Stinks in Stilton for The Goblin Laws of
Gaming
Offered by Boswell

Voice chat only please, the game is expected to run for the
full 4 hours.

In the 13th century, Stilton produced amazing cheese. Then
the Church came and suddenly the cheese trade died out.
Now it’s 1730 and the village of Stilton has started
producing great cheese again.

You intend to find out why.

A tale of vile crime, black magic and, blue cheese, set in
darkest Huntingdonshire

Content Warnings: Body horror, cruelty to animals, cruelty
to children

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-game discussion

Roll20 link

For 2-6 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner
friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

https://app.roll20.net/join/14060670/aOFlPQ
https://app.roll20.net/join/14060670/aOFlPQ


Game Slot 2
November 4, 05:00 - 09:00 UTC
November 4, 06:00 - 10:00 CET
November 4, 16:00 - 20:00 AEDT

November 4, 02:30 - 06:30 Newfoundland
November 4, 02:00 - 06:00 Atlantic
November 4, 01:00 - 05:00 Eastern
November 4, 00:00 - 04:00 Central
November 3, 23:00 - 03:00 Mountain
November 3, 22:00 - 02:00 Pacific

https://dateful.com/eventlink/1369042342


Night Bus for Call of Cthulhu
Offered by katanagunslinger

You are traveling on the N3 night bus, departing Oxford
Circus in Central London at 02:45 AM and heading out to
the suburbs in the southeast, passing through Brixton,
Crystal Palace, Penge, and Beckenham, terminating at
Bromley North at 03:53. Why are you out so late? Or are
you up too early? What awaits you at your destination?
Night Bus is a Call of Cthulhu scenario set in the Modern
Era. Published in Issue 8 of The Blasphemous Tome, written
by Scott Dorward.

Content Warnings: Violence, gore, possible PvP, rubbish
British accents

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-game discussion, X-Card,
Lines and Veils

Foundry link

For 3-5 players, ages 16 and older. This game is beginner
friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

https://forge-vtt.com/invite/katanagunslinger/f4071f6d-8813-4704-affe-eb7bc477c55e


Paper Mache for Call Of Cthulhu
Offered by ABBAttoir

The local library is in dire need of renovations, so it was
seen as a stroke of luck when the reclusive Albrecht Brandt
donated his priceless book collection. The library plans to
auction off the most valuable of the books. Unfortunately,
rumors of the esoteric and salacious nature of Brandt's book
collection have attracted several curious and unsavory
characters.

Further marring this happy turn of events, someone has
begun vandalizing books by tearing out their pages.

Content Warnings: Body Horror, book mistreatment

For 2-3 players, no minimum age. This game is beginner
friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.



The Mist Sower for Call of Cthulhu
Offered by Michalis Mandilaras

Thaddeus Vranitzky has long been an arrogant genius, a
man of great passion and an even greater ego, bordering on
the messiah complex. He believed his art was the only thing
that could give voice to wounds dealt to humanity by the
Great War. He devoted all of his time to create
expressionistic, grotesque paintings exaggerating the War’s
catastrophes inspired by photos, stories, and testimonies of
the Great War.

The Mist Sower is a Call of Cthulhu 7th edition scenario. It's
designed to fill 2-3 hours of play with an emotional and
unusual story that might change the investigators forever.

Content Warnings: None.

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-game discussion

Virtual Tabletop link

For 2-4 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner
friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

https://mandilarator.moltenhosting.com


Lucky Flight Takedown for CY_BORG
Offered by Kraken

Nano-infested doomsday RPG about cybernetic misfits and
punks raging against a relentless corporate hell.

In "Lucky Flight Takedown", you play as punks hired by a
struggling salaryman with a surprising sense of community
spirit. His neighborhood on the Ports/Bigmosse border has
been manipulated into debilitating debt to the Lucky Flight
Casino. Pleading and talks have led nowhere, so now he
needs the help of extralegal troubleshooters to destroy any
record of debt and possibly shut down the casino
permanently.

The debt records are held in an offline database, so you're
gonna need to find a way into the restricted areas of the
casino. Maybe destroy the private power source while

you're in there.

Keep a low profile... if you can.

Content Warnings: violence,
blood, gore, drugs, gambling

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-
game discussion

Owlbear Rodeo VTT TBD

For 3-4 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner
friendly.
Characters will be created during or before play by the
players.



The Stygian Library for Electric Bastionland
Offered by Bernardasaur

Knowledge is power. Power corrupts. The more power, the more it
corrupts. Sufficient knowledge twists the world around it into strange
shapes. Put enough books in one place, and they distort the world.
Space bends in on itself, forming a sort of wormhole, linking the library
to other libraries likewise afflicted. The space between is a sort of
pocket realm, budded off from reality, maintained by the sheer power
of books.

Scholars have known about this—or at least had their suspicions—for
centuries. They know that if you spend too much time in the libraries,
you don’t come out, and that a dedicated enough archivist can find
almost anything if they venture deep enough into the shelves.

This, then, is The Stygian Library

The Stygian Library is a procedurally-generated library dungeon set in
the extra-dimensional space between every library in the universe.
Each expedition generates its route as it explores, resulting in new

locations and forbidden knowledge being
discovered with every visit.

The party will explore the Library for a
specific tome to help clear their crushing
debt. The system is Electric Bastionland,
an OSR system with a focus on player
ingenuity and ease of play.

Content Warnings: None.

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-game
discussion, X-Card

Character keeper on google drive,
shared whiteboard for mapping.

For 2-5 players, no minimum age. This game is beginner
friendly.
Characters will be created during or before play by the
players.



Game Slot 3
November 4, 10:00 - 14:00 UTC
November 4, 11:00 - 15:00 CET
November 4, 21:00 - 01:00 AEDT

November 4, 07:30 - 11:30 Newfoundland
November 4, 07:00 - 11:00 Atlantic
November 4, 06:00 - 10:00 Eastern
November 4, 05:00 - 09:00 Central
November 4, 04:00 - 08:00 Mountain
November 4, 03:00 - 07:00 Pacific

https://dateful.com/eventlink/2732429557


Training Day for Call of Cthulhu (The Laundry)
Offered by Anthony Lee-Dudley

Dear Attendee,

You have been selected to attend the following Mandatory Training
Event.

An Introduction to Multi-Disciplinary Investment, Transitional Skills and
Cross-Platform Responsibility in a Matrix Management Environment.

Location: Specialist Training Facility, Lawress Hall Civil Service
Training Centre – Riseholme Park, Lincoln.

Galadriel Troutt

Training & Development Assistant
Interdepartmental Liaison Group
H.M.O.S

***This email (including attachments if any) is strictly confidential and
may be legally and existentially privileged. It is intended for the
addressee only. If you are not the intended recipient, any disclosure,
copying, distribution or other use of this communication is strictly
prohibited upon pain of death and or loss of your mortal soul***

A game set in the world of the Laundry Files by Charles Stross.

Can you save the day, stay within budget and supply all relevant
receipts .. all the while remaining ISO9001 compliant?

If so, we have a job for you .. (Pending suitable references)

Content Warnings: None.

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-
game discussion

Roll20 link

For 3-5 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner
friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

https://app.roll20.net/join/14079759/7JibUw


His Eye Is On The Sparrow for Delta Green
Offered by Tore Nielsen

Wyoming, October 2022

Afton, WY has the world's largest arch made of elk horn.
Otherwise it is mainly a wide spot in the road where hunters,
hikers and sightseers pass through.

After finding signs that air force funds have been diverted to
the town, we have placed Agent Erasmus undercover at the
local Mormon temple. Good man, Erasmus, except he has
not checked in for a week now. Agents, we need you to
check on him, and extract him if necessary.

Content Warnings: gun violence, some body horror,
characters with PTSD

Additional Safety Tools: X-Card, Lines and Veils

For 2-5 players, ages 16 and older. This game is beginner
friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.



Seekers of Starmetal for Deluxe Tunnels & Trolls
Offered by seanfsmith

The day before Konigsday, a great meteor thudded into the brushland
north of the city. The King's advisor Danvers, armed with her own
retinue, was sent to investigate. Danvers' guards returned to town
alone.

The advisor had taken a knot of starmetal from the crater and took it
into an old hospital near the crash site. The guards refuse to follow.
The job now falls to YOU.

The meteor *is* valuable: solely for its alloys and salvageable crude
metals. It contains no spawn from across the stars, no key to
intradimensional transit, no suspended sentience itself.

Likewise, the date it crashed to land was chance.

And yet, its presence stokes the catalyst for humanity’s simple fall to
obsession.

The old hospital on the other hand is a long abandoned private
psychiatric centre. Its staff were never quite given the necessary
resources to fully carry out their charge and continued as best they
could. In the end, every patient starved to death.

Content Warnings: historical medical
negligence, cosmic horror, obsession,
gore

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-game
discussion, X-Card, Lines and Veils

For 2-6 players, ages 16 and older. This game is beginner
friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.



The Temple of the Kraken God for MÖRK BORG
Offered by Kraken

MÖRK BORG is a pitch-black apocalyptic fantasy RPG about lost
souls and fools seeking redemption, forgiveness or the last remaining
riches in a bleak and dying world.

To the east lies GRIFT. Further east still lies nothing but the Endless
Sea. That has been true for as long as people can remember.

From the highest of GRIFT's awful towers, Kloderich, who wanted to
end his sorry life, spotted a black isle on the horizon.

Royal telescopers pan their tools to measure and catalog. A discovery!
Some crooked structure rises from the bluffs. What may it be, what
secrets does it hold?

The rocky oddity, abomination, and dead-sure salvation lures.

"Let it be known that King Sigfúm the Kind needs the brave and
desperate. Steer a ship into the unknown, carry our hopes to alien

shores, and restore our destiny."

Many degenerates heed the call. They
are to be squeezed into the belly of a
ship and sent off into the unknown
lands.

For death and glory.

Content Warnings: violence, blood,
gore, suicide, drowning, sea creatures

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-game
discussion

For 3-4 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner
friendly.
Characters will be created during or before play by the
players.



Game Slot 4
November 4, 15:00 - 19:00 UTC
November 4, 16:00 - 20:00 CET
November 5, 02:00 - 06:00 AEDT

November 4, 12:30 - 16:30 Newfoundland
November 4, 12:00 - 16:00 Atlantic
November 4, 11:00 - 15:00 Eastern
November 4, 10:00 - 14:00 Central
November 4, 09:00 - 13:00 Mountain
November 4, 08:00 - 12:00 Pacific

https://dateful.com/eventlink/2275632281


Hope's Last Day for Alien: The Roleplaying Game
Offered by CaptainKudzu

Alien RPG is the official licensed system from Free League
publishing based on the incredible Alien film franchise.
“Hope’s Last Day” is a cinematic intro adventure from the
core rule book, taking place between the first Alien and the
sequel movie Aliens. The location will be very familiar to
fans of the films, but the story is original and separate from
those events.

Your characters are not trained soldiers. You are
hardworking civilian colonists thrown into a crisis beyond
your imagination. Expect a bit of action, but you'll be doing
more running away than shooting. Also, plenty of
opportunities for creative roleplay!

This is your last hope. Will you make it out alive?

Content Warnings: potential player character death,
violence with firearms, body horror (similar to the movies),
mild gore, panic and temporary loss of self-control, potential
suffocation

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-game discussion, X-Card,
Lines and Veils

Owlbear Rodeo VTT TBD

For 2-3 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner
friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.



Mobtown: Hardboiled - PLAYTEST for Call of
Cthulhu
Offered by drcolossus1

Mobtown: Hardboiled is an in-development mini-campaign
for Call of Cthulhu set in Baltimore in the 1930s. It is
steeped in the hardboiled and noir detective genres,
dropping investigators into a complex, dangerous city and
confronting them with an impossible mystery.

This playtest includes investigator generation using
campaign-specific random tables, and a "prelude scenario"
that sets up the central mystery of the campaign and
introduces some of the key factions.

The campaign will be released on DriveThruRPG as a
companion piece to Chaosium's upcoming Baltimore
sourcebook, by the same author.

Content Warnings: Body horror

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-game discussion

For 1-4 players, ages 16 and older. This game is beginner
friendly.
Characters will be created during or before play by the
players.



Pop Goes the Weasel for Call of Cthulhu
Offered by 10sidedfear

In 1978, the Miskatonic University announces a
breakthrough in computer science: the CS-448 P3, called
The Weasel. You are invited to attend a presentation of this
ultramodern machine and conduct a test run to ascertain its
extraordinary functionality.

Symbols whizz across the screen. Wait! Is this a message?
By whom? The printer goes haywire and spits out a string of
strange words. Does The Weasel develops a life of its own?

Content Warnings: Death, Firearms, Harm, Violence

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-game discussion, X-Card

Roll20 link

For 2-5 players, ages 16 and older. This game is beginner
friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

https://app.roll20.net/join/14081893/-BXjtQ


Miskatonic Shoreside Conservatory for Cthulhu
Dark
Offered by Graham

On a secluded island, off the Cumbrian coast, is an
exclusive performing arts institute. You have been chosen
for their summer programme and, if you succeed, will begin
the career you have always dreamed of.

How far would you go for your art? What would you give
up? And what would it be like to perform beyond your
dreams?

This is a scenario by Bridgett Jeffries for Cthulhu Dark,
which I'll be running as a one shot. We'll make characters at
the start of the game. You can pet the dog.

Content Warnings: There are references to suicide: happy
to discuss these if it's an issue

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-game discussion, X-Card

For 1-4 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner
friendly.
Characters will be created during or before play by the
players.



Delta Green: Artifact Zero for Delta Green
Offered by sicDaniel

"Hello, Wylin, Gareth, working through Charlie for the group.
Ah, Jesus. Everyone is gone. Wilson was the first to go, and
he just like, went ... away. But not, and I mean it's just been
minutes. Gone. All gone. Everyone here, at the dig. We're
digging at Big Porcupine Creek, near Harlowton. Montana.

[static] - but I couldn't do it, it's something about the antenna
we dug up. Something - [static] - hair standing on end
[static] [message end]

October 1999 - A team of archaeologists in Montana dig up
something that should have been left well alone. When
more and more people disappear, including one of their
own, Delta Green sends an emergency team.

Investigative. Bleak. Light on combat. Pregens provided,
bring your own if you like.

Content Warnings: Loss of agency, Human remains,
psychological horror

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-game discussion

For 3-4 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner
friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.



SkyRig for Hostile (a Traveller derivative)
Offered by random-answer

You find yourself stranded on New World One a large man
made space colony orbiting Skiddir (a gas giant and the
systems only planet) when you are contacted by Gyron
Chard, a local government official, who has a job for you
which promises to pay well enough to get you out of the
system.

Contact has been lost with skyrig Alpha-23-Zebra one of the
airborne gas refineries extracting fuel from the clouds of the
gas giant and with a storm approaching there is concern for
both the safety of the crew and the installation itself.

Your job is to head to the skyrig, render any assistance you
can and if necessary evacuate the personnel and vital
equipment before the storm hits.

This scenario was originally published in White Dwarf 57
(September 1984) for Classic
Traveller, but I'll be running it using
Hostile a Traveller/Cepheus
derivative that includes rules for
stress and panic. However it is a
fairly straightforward 2d6 system
and no experience of the rules are
required to play in the game.

Content Warnings: Illness,
despair and tentacles.

Additional Safety Tools: Lines and
Veils

For 2-4 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner
friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.



Picking the Bones for Hot War (Time and Tide
setting)
Offered by Scott Dorward

New England, 1938. The Works Progress Administration
provides employment for many left jobless by the Great
Depression — constructing highways, public buildings and
infrastructure across the country.

Now a small team from the WPA is assessing a new project.
An old settlement on the Massachusetts coast is slated for
potential renovation. Its buildings are little more than burnt-
out ruins, but people still live there in squalor. If the team’s
assessment is favourable, the WPA can start healing the
scars of the past, restoring Innsmouth to its former glory.

This scenario uses a modified version of the Hot War
mechanics and a thoroughly different setting.

Content Warnings: Potential PVP, violence, blackmail,
abuse of authority

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-game discussion, X-Card,
Lines and Veils

For 3-4 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner
friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.



Sins of the Father for Liminal
Offered by Sue

When a mutilated corpse is fished out of the river at a
popular holiday park, P Division gets the call, not only to
solve a brutal murder, but to find out what’s got the spirit of
the river so upset. The pressure is on to get answers before
the entire park ends up underwater - and before anyone
else ends up dead.

Content Warnings: Brutal murders, bad parenting

Additional Safety Tools: X-Card, Lines and Veils

For 3-5 players, ages 16 and older. This game is beginner
friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.



Reality Denied Comes Back to Haunt forWanton
Roleplaying System (Over the Edge)
Offered by Wayne Rossi

You live in the normal world, although it’s a dystopian police
state where everyone is informing on everyone else. Even
your phone. But now you don’t have your phone, or any of
your papers. You certainly can’t get through the police
checkpoint or to your apartment without your papers. And
you can’t be in this park at night, that’s for sure. In fact you
aren’t even sure how you got here, or who the others in the
park could be. Or how you’re going to get out alive, and with
your soul intact.

A dystopian / surrealist game in the vein of Philip K. Dick.
This will be using the Wanton Roleplaying System (WaRP)
developed by Jonathan Tweet for Over the Edge.

Content Warnings: Drug themes, police oppression,
possible violence, possible adult situations, betrayal

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-game discussion, X-Card,
Lines and Veils

For 3-4 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner
friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.



Game Slot 5
November 4, 20:00 - 24:00 UTC
November 4, 21:00 - 01:00 CET
November 5, 07:00 - 11:00 AEDT

November 4, 17:30 - 21:30 Newfoundland
November 4, 17:00 - 21:00 Atlantic
November 4, 16:00 - 20:00 Eastern
November 4, 15:00 - 19:00 Central
November 4, 14:00 - 18:00 Mountain
November 4, 13:00 - 17:00 Pacific

https://dateful.com/eventlink/2821620742


Hope's Last Day for Alien: The Roleplaying Game
Offered by pickled

Hope's Last Day tells the story of the final hours of Hadley's
Hope, all through the eyes of five colonist workers. It offers
a brief taste of cinematic gameplay and drops the players
straight into the action. The pre-generated characters all
have their own Agendas, Buddies, and Rivalries, but
together they have one desperate collective mission: to
escape LV-426 alive.

Content Warnings: Horror, Suspense, possible jump
scares, likely major injuries

Additional Safety Tools:

Roll20 link TBD

For 3-5 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner
friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.



A Place in the Country for Blood & Water
Offered by Groundhoggoth

There’s this werewolf, a vampire and a ghost who share a
house, but this is no joke. As it turns out, death is not the
end for everybody, though it usually puts an end to your
social life. You exist somewhere between being human and
being a monster, where you cannot return to the family you
knew but aren’t ready to embrace the thing you have
become. Only by sticking together and defending the rickety
old manor house that has been a refuge to your kind for
centuries can you hope to fond a new meaning for 'family.'

Blood & Water is an original storygame about supernatural
housemates getting on with their unlives and walking the
tightrope between the mortal life they can't let go of and the
supernatural one they dare not embrace. A simple dice
mechanic enforces your reliance on your housemates to
help you out, but also makes you vulnerable to their screw-
ups. Create your own monstrous mythologies and explore
what they mean in the modern world.

Content Warnings: Dark comedy, inhuman acts, soap-
opera drama

Additional Safety Tools:
Pre-game discussion, X-
Card

For 3-4 players, ages 16 and older. This game is beginner
friendly.
Characters will be created during or before play by the
players.



A Cup of Horror (����������) for Call
Of Cthulhu
Offered by JR

"On a cold February day, you and your friends step into the
shelter of a cozy café. You'll be getting more than just a cup
of coffee..."

This the first scenario from the Japanese scenario collection
Bibliothek 13. In the vein of the Gateways to Terror
scenarios, it is extremely beginner friendly and short, able to
finish in an hour, but I like to give it room to breath with
about two hours. IT WILL ALMOST CERTAINLY NOT FILL
THE FULL 4 HOUR SLOT!

Content Warnings: Violence, body horror, 'offscreen'
references to unnatural pregnancy and maternity mortality.

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-game discussion

Owlbear Rodeo link

For 3-4 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner
friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

https://www.owlbear.rodeo/game/UVKbcZVZ4


Click Clack for Call Of Cthulhu
Offered by Rina (they/them)

New York, 1920: Renowned spiritualist Madame Mina has
recently come out of retirement, announcing that the spirit of
her dead husband, infamous former penny dreadful writer
Walter Vines, has taken up residence in his old typewriter
and she can now connect to the world of the dead more
clearly than ever before. Many are skeptical, but there's
been some strangely accurate information she's given that
no living person should be able to know. You have been
hired by a wealthy banker to see if Madame Mina is telling
the truth, or if it's the same old baloney your boss believes
all spiritualists hock. What could possibly go wrong?

Content Warnings: CW: body horror, violence,
claustrophobia, possible PvP

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-game discussion, X-
Card,Lines and Veils

Roll20 link TBD

Google Meet ink TBD

For 3-5 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner
friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.



Poisoned Soup for Call of Cthulhu
Offered by Brod

One night, the investigators wake up in a square room. On a
desk in the middle of the room is a bowl of bright red soup.
On the chair by the desk are a map and a warning
instructing players to drink the poisoned soup.

A translation of a Japanese scenario. Translated by
MythosJapan. Written by Mud Gentleman.

Content Warnings: Suicide, Violence, Gore

Additional Safety Tools: X-Card

For 1-3 players, ages 16 and older. This game is beginner
friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.



Somebody Think of the Children for Call of Cthulhu
Offered by bones_of_caine

Moms versus the Cthulhu Mythos

This scenario is a love letter to the last breaths of the
Satanic Panic in the late 1990s. It was time when the
arbiters of moral outrage fixed their cross-hairs on Anne
Rice novels and **Vampire: the Masquerade**. It was the
halcyon days of **A Current Affair** and **The Oprah
Winfrey Show** and parents were preoccupied with
thoughts of gang violence, "rainbow parties," and whether
Marylin Manson really had surgery everyone talked about.

The investigators take on the roles of mothers convinced
their Middle-American-Everytown-USA is being invaded by
a secret Satanic threat aimed at corrupting their children.
Follow a trail of rumors, moral panic, and unsettling clues in
this one-shot scenario for Call of Cthulhu 7th edition.

Content Warnings: Religious Bigotry, Discussion of
Teenage Sexuality, Coercion of Teenagers, Substance
Abuse, Necrophagy, "Clinical Vampirism" or "Renfield
Syndrome," and Historically Accurate but Insensitive
References to HIV/AIDS.

Additional Safety Tools:
X-Card, Lines and Veils

For 3-4 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner
friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.



Blackshade for Call of Cthulhu (Gaslight)
Offered by Scott Dorward

Blackshade Asylum stands alone on the Yorkshire Moors.
The Wealthy and powerful from across the country trust its
staff to care for their more troubled relatives, or sometimes
the troublesome ones. The recent electrification of the
facilities has ushered in a new era, illuminating not only the
asylum but the human mind itself. What new wonders
await?

Content Warnings: Mental illness, abuses of power,
violence, historical mistreatment of vulnerable people

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-game discussion, X-Card,
Lines and Veils

For 2-4 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner
friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.



Punk Cthulhu - The 5 Techniques for Cthulhu Dark
Offered by Hilmar

"The Five Techniques" is set in the UK and Northern Ireland in 1978.
It’s the heyday of punkrock, bands like The Sex Pistols, The
Buzzcocks, The Undertones. All characters are members of the
punkrock band „The Gutters“. One of your former band mates has just
died and wants tob e buried in the land of his fathers: (Northern)
Ireland. And your mate Mickey had the idea to see him off with a punk
wake.

You will design your own punks before we start. That’ll be quick,
because this scenario uses Graham’s D6-based and rules-light
„Cthulhu Dark“. The most important rule: "When you fight a monster,
you die." This special adventure has been published in 2021 by indie
publisher Pent-Up Press as a start of the aptly named zine „No
Future“.

Style: Dark, brooding with enough comic relief, partly Lynch-esque.

• Special features
• You create your own punk
• If you bring/wear any punk accessories and use them in game, that

may give you rerolls
• The scenario comes with a specially created punk hit by „The

Gutters“!
• „Set the scene“ allows players to help with creative world building

during the game.
Please don’t read reviews on this just yet, they are quite spoiler heavy.

Content Warnings: Important topics: Punkrock vs. An autoritarian
state, fight the system, death and
sorrow, Northern Ireland conflict
(The Troubles), torture, anti-
establishment, being outsiders.

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-
game discussion, X-Card

Zoom link

For 3-4 players, ages 16 and older. This game is beginner friendly.
Characters will be created during or before play by the players.

https://us02web.zoom.us/j/83912063312?pwd=TG5ReDFWM1lYRTEyRzdZOWlOR2tSQT09


The Heretical Heart for Cybermetal 2012
Offered by jwmuk

You play as the Citizens of Pentagram City - stoners,
metalheads, and losers struggling to survive on the
technological scraps of a world that forgot about you.

One day a recruitment popup appears on the Pentaweb, its
invasive advertisement seemingly infects your mind and you
see a Husk dressed in yellow robes when you close your
eyes.

Rumours of an insidious organisation, The Whisper of Fate,
based in the Wired District, are growing. Does the leader of
this group also wear yellow?

Don't know what the hell any of this means? No worries,
grab a sledgehammer and get to work!

Content Warnings: Demons, Body Horror, Cults

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-game discussion, X-Card,
Lines and Veils

Role VTT link

Discord link

For 3-4 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner
friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

https://app.playrole.com/rooms/440c95186337
https://discord.gg/hgn7rZvJ


The Protocol for Kult: Divinity Lost
Offered by thelilscientist

In 1973 in the crime addled Tenderloin district of San
Francisco people have been mysteriously disappearing. But
you would never know it by watching the news or reading
the paper. These disappearances have been largely ignored
by city officials, police, and the media. Everyone on the
street has heard the rumors, the whispers, but everyone on
the street also knows they have been targeted because
society has decided that they will not be missed. Players are
locals of the Tenderloin district and the latest victims that
have mysteriously disappeared.

Content Warnings: Descriptions of physical and
psychological torture, body horror and gore

Additional Safety Tools: X-Card, Lines and Veils

Roll20 link

For 3-4 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner
friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

https://app.roll20.net/join/14077602/noyaPw


Winter's Daughter for Old-School Essentials (BX
DnD)
Offered by tf

Amix of the weird and the whimsical, Winter's Daughter is a
romantic fairy-tale dungeon adventure set in the creepy old
forest of Dolmenwood.

Old-School Essentials is a modern restatement of the
classic 1981 Basic / Expert Dungeons and Dragons. The
game is rules light and deadly, relying on player skill and
cleverness.

Content Warnings: Not a very violent scenario, but any
violence may be described graphically

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-game discussion, Lines and
Veils

Roll20 link

Discord link

For 2-4 players, no minimum age. This game is beginner
friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

https://app.roll20.net/join/12996734/tEvf0Q
https://discord.gg/3jKKmAmG


The Phantom Train for Pulp Cthulhu
Offered by Gondorf5_TS

Outside of Warwick, Rhode Island, Late Summer 1926:

The stuffy day almost ended just like any other, until you got the
phone call.

An old friend, calling in a favor to help him track down his daughter,
who has been missing for two days. You did some looking into it, but
Providence P.D. has already dismissed the case. Eloping. Partying.
Typical stuff. However, Jim sounds as worried as a toad under a
harrow, so you decided the least you can do is make sure he doesn't
get in trouble. Who knows, something may even turn up? So, after
gathering your equipment, off to Providence you went.

As the gravel crunches beneath Jim Davenport's Ford Model A, you
look up at the dusty sign on the front of the abandoned structure: Hill's
Grove Station. You look at the company you are with: it looks like
Jim's pulling favors like a child would pull flower petals off a daisy,
judging by who's joining you.

Maybe Jim's daughter and her friend stepped aboard a midnight train.
Which is ridiculous, given that trains haven't stopped at this location in
at least a decade. They say the station closed down because the
station master got hit by a train almost twenty years ago, but that's
about as relevant to this case as George Washington's birthday.

At least things are cooling off now that
the sun's going down.

No time to enjoy it; you've got a job to
do.

Content Warnings: Mild body horror

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-game
discussion, X-Card, Lines and Veils

For 3-4 players, ages 16 and older. This game is not
beginner friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.



The Zone RPG for The Zone RPG
Offered by The Liar from Beyond

This is a game about mutating deeply flawed characters to
bring them face-to-face with their deepest phobias and
obsessions. Characters are defined in just a few minutes
from the thing they want most and their greatest fear, and
every part of the game is designed to push a wedge into
their psyche to confront them with who they really are....

This is not a power fantasy. This is a game where you play-
to-lose, knowing that your fate was already decided at the
start. Only one of you will make it, but every single one of
you will be pushed to the brink of your capacities. In the
Zone, the mutations you face are created together, drawn
from your character’s worst fears and deepest wishes.

This is a place where beauty and horror coexist. You will
shape the world by going through it. The Zone shows you
what you most need to see.

Content Warnings: body horror, suicide, gore, fictional
depictions of mental illness, possible torture

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-game discussion, Lines and
Veils

Virtual Table Top link TBD

For 3-5 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner
friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.



The Friend, the Fiend and the Shadow of the Night
for Vaesen
Offered by Bitburg_Chef

Late October 1865 - Several deaths have been reported in
the streets of Upsala. The victims were found in alleyways
or abandoned buildings on the edge of town; young women
that are pale as a silver birch, yet with a wide smile on their
face. The migrant worker district to the east of the city
seems to be hit the hardest. The mood starts to shift, the
workers call for aid but the police are at their wits end. If
these murders continue a potential riot could harm all of
Upsala, that is heavily relying on these migrant workers. Is
the society able to figure out the cause of all the trouble?

A Investigatory who-done-it Vaesen scenario.

Content Warnings: Body Horror / Violence / Blood / Gore /
Trauma

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-game discussion, X-Card,
Lines and Veils

Roll20 link

For 4-5 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner
friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

https://app.roll20.net/join/10931096/4C-dHA


The Night Sow for Vaesen
Offered by Mr Spike

The Night Sow

A Vaesen Mystery by Nils Hintze

Upsala, Winter 1865

Former member of the Society for Studies of the Invisibles
and Protection of Mankind, Linnea Elfeklint has sent a
message to Castle Gyllencreutz asking that any available
Thursday's Children come and see her at Upsala Asylum, to
which she has recently once again re-admitted herself. An
old friend has written to her from the small fishing village of
Mölle, begging desperately for her help.

Pregens will be provided.

Content Warning: Blood, gore, isolation, potential loss of
agency

Content Warnings: Blood, gore, isolation, potential loss of
agency

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-game discussion, X-Card,
Lines and Veils

For 2-4 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner
friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.



Game Slot 6
November 5, 00:30 - 04:30 UTC
November 5, 01:30 - 05:30 CET
November 5, 11:30 - 15:30 AEDT

November 4, 22:00 - 02:00 Newfoundland
November 4, 21:30 - 01:30 Atlantic
November 4, 20:30 - 00:30 Eastern
November 4, 19:30 - 23:30 Central
November 4, 18:30 - 22:30 Mountain
November 4, 17:30 - 21:30 Pacific

https://dateful.com/eventlink/2681014955


Terminal Delays at Anarene's Folly for Alien: The
Roleplaying Game
Offered by ZeroFlee

Nobody ever said space trucking was easy, but just once
couldn't things go according to plan?

Take on the roles of roughnecks on another milkrun
delivering cargo between those rare toeholds of civilization
in the vast blackness of space. You've got just one last
pitstop to make before you can offload your cargo and get in
some much needed R&R. Should be a breeze, right?

Content Warnings: betrayal, violence, gaslighting,
desperate situations and no xenomorphs

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-game discussion, X-Card,
Lines and Veils

Foundry link

For 3-5 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner
friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

https://forge-vtt.com/invite/zeroflee/64277cf2-a09f-4cea-a3e5-958184b1c840


TurBIRDulance for Bird Crimes
Offered by DontStopMeNow

**This game will only run for 2 hours**

YOU owe a VERY STRANGE MAN a TERRIFYING
AMOUNT OF MONEY, and to pay off your debt, your gang
has agreed to smuggle seven rare parrots onto a redeye
flight from New York to Heathrow in a single whirlwind trip.
This is your chance to truly do one last job. A chance to
save your kneecaps from a henchman’s crowbar. A chance
to make good, and mean it. Too bad each of the parrots is a
wanted criminal.

Halfway through the flight the plane hits a patch of fierce
turbulence; the lights go out and chaos reigns as overhead
compartments spew luggage across the aisles. Thirty
seconds later, the lights come back on, and the cabin is in
turmoil. You have to check on your birds to make sure they
haven’t escaped; the game begins.

The game will end after two hours of real-time gameplay
and your success (or failure) will be based on the status of

the birds at the end of the two
hours.

Content Warnings: violence
against birds, violence
perpetrated by birds, and general
air travel annoyances

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-
game discussion, X-Card, Lines
and Veils

For 3-5 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner
friendly.
Characters will be created during or before play by the
players.



The Whirling of Ginza for Call of Cthulhu
Offered by Hattifattener

It is 1927 in Ginza, Tokyo. The collapse of a number of
banks earlier in the year does not bode well economically.
You have gathered at the Dragon cafe with your friends,
hoping to take your mind off things for a moment or two in
the European style café atmosphere. The rowdy university
baseball team supporters singing their anthems are kind of
ruining the usual convivial mood of the place. They have
begun to aggressively taunt other customers now. You and
your friends are debating whether to intervene.

Content Warnings: Psychological horror, body horror, and
possibly some violence

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-game discussion,X-Card

Roll20 link

For 4-5 players, ages 16 and older. This game is beginner
friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

https://app.Roll20.net/join/14079855/1FtJFg


The Headless Haunting of Berengar Manor for
Dungeon Crawl Classics
Offered by GrapeApe

The home of Berengar the Brutal lies crumbling in the wilds.
Known for his wanton lusts, the former Burgermeister was
never brought to justice for abducting beautiful girls from the
PCs village. The elders who remember him say that he truly
loved only two things in life: murder and his beautiful
consort. Ra'za'zsu the Cruel – about whom the tales are
even worse. The elders whisper that together they abducted
maidens, who were never seen again; and whom were
subjected to unspeakable blood magic to fuel the insatiable
vanity of Ra'za'zsu and her need for her husband's
attentions.

These tales linger, but only to frighten the gullible. The
memory of Berengar and Ra'za'zsu no longer troubles the
people of the village, save in the nightmares of a few of the

aged. Life has gone on. Or so it
did until the day a young boy
came to the village square,
streaked with tears and sobbing
for help from anyone brave
enough to venture to the old
estate.

Content Warnings: Headless
people; Abduction; Murder;
Horror

Roll20 link

For 3-5 players, ages 16 and older. This game is beginner
friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

https://app.roll20.net/campaigns/details/10876434/grapeapes-games


Pressure Cooker for Pulp Cthulhu - Down Darker
Trails
Offered by Kafkas-Banjo

All aboard! The year is 1870, A cold wind blows through the
deserts of the SouthWest Territories. Our Hero's await a
train westward towards the city of Treno in pursuit of a gang
of outlaws who's reputation sounds more like a Tall Tale.
The Fear at least is very very real and those who speak of
the Riders of Ithaqua do so with all the gravity of a Black
Hole.

Content Warnings: Violence

For 2-3 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner
friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.



The Ana-Sin-Emid Report for Those Dark Places
Offered by Patricksmatrick

Those Dark Places is a rules-light, story-focused roleplaying
game about the darker side of space exploration and the
people who travel the stars in claustrophobic, dangerous
conditions.

The players are crew of a T-346 Deep Space Recovery
Vessel (DSRV) on a salvage mission after the *Ana-Sin-
Emid* dropped out of FTL and has been steadily coasting to
the outer marker. There has been no communication from
the vessel or any responses to hails and the staging nature
of the deceleration has the signs of being automated.

Content Warnings: Body Horror

For 3-5 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner
friendly.
Characters will be created during or before play by the
players.



ICONODULES for Unknown Armies
Offered by mellonbread

You’re an employee at the McDonald’s in Gaziantep, a city in Turkey
about 45 kilometers from the Syrian border. You’re also a member of
the Scottish Rite, an occult conspiracy of fast food workers fighting for
the magickal revolution. You help people with their problems, make
the world more accepting of magick through ostentatious supernatural
demonstrations, and argue a lot on a secret imageboard of fellow
burger warriors.

Lately the website has been abuzz with discussion. Nine out of ten
psychics agree: a “moonchild” is going to be conceived somewhere in
Anatolia. This powerful being will bring about a reign of blood and
terror, the absolute last thing the Iran-Iraq-Syria-Turkey border region
needs. Someone needs to either prevent the conception, or ensure
that the resulting zygote comes out good instead of pure evil.

So when an archaeological dig at the ancient neolithic temple of
Göbekli Tepe uncovers a living statue of the Great Mother, only a two
hour drive from your store, it’s clear what needs to be done. You all
call in a sick day and climb into your Westfalia. Next stop: the oldest

megalithic site in the world.

Your objective: Prevent a being of
unspeakable evil from being conceived
at Göbekli Tepe.

Content Warnings: Product may
contain violence, terrorism, non graphic
sex

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-game
discussion

Roll20 link

For 2-4 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner
friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

https://app.roll20.net/join/13979035/yB52Lw


The Crack'd and Crook'd Manse for Call of Cthulhu
Offered by KingofBlades113

Long considered to be a cursed place by the people of
Featherston, it seems the Fitzgerald House has finally
escaped its curse. But, no one has seen the new owner for
quite some time. Is history repeating itself?

Content Warnings: None.

For 1-3 players, ages 16 and older. This game is not
beginner friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.



Belly of The Beast for Pulp Cthulhu - Down Darker
Trails
Offered by Kafkas-Banjo

1870 in the SouthWest Territories within Treno the City of
Thieves, Vice is King. In pursuit of The Riders of Ithaqua our
Hero's entreat a benefactor, Virgil of the Tantalus Saloon.
"An enemy of my enemy is my friend" or so they say, Virgil
as a De Facto crime boss offers to aid our Hero's in their
pursuit in return for a favor, of course. Straight into the Belly
of the Beast, the clouds Opium Smoke begins to clouds
ones head.

Content Warnings: Violence, Drugs, Vulgarity

For 2-3 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner
friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.



These Feral Saints for Spire: The City Must Fall
Offered by Bernardasaur

Drow Saints – Hallows – reincarnate when they die. Most of
them do it in the Home Nations, but the Ministry has tracked
down a reborn Hallow to the ramshackle streets of Pilgrim’s
Walk. She’s built up something of a following by performing
healing miracles and feeding the hungry. Your job is to bring
her in as an operative before a) the Church of Our Glorious
Lady shows up and kidnaps her, believing her earthly vessel
to be their property; or b) the Crimson Vigil sacrifice her to
their goddess, sending the unholy mess of Pilgrim’s Walk
into fire and chaos.

Content Warnings: Religion, Violence

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-game discussion, X-Card

For 3-4 players, ages 16 and older. This game is beginner
friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.



Die, Grave Robber, Die! for Trophy Dark
Offered by Kraken

DIE, GRAVE ROBBER, DIE! is a gothic horror one-shot
RPG incursion for Trophy Dark. A rain-drenched world of
horror and open graves awaits! Can you reach the Flayed
House in time to rescue a stolen body before it’s too late?

This collaborative play-to-lose RPG scenario follows a
group of desperate people charged with reclaiming a stolen
body that's been spirited out of its grave. It is very likely that
all of them will die or—at best—be permanently scarred and
haunted by the experiences waiting for them in the Flayed
House!

Content Warnings: cadavers, maggots, rats, blood,
cannibalism, bugs, electrical shock, body horror,
desecration, scatology, crime

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-
game discussion, Lines and Veils

Character Keeper on Google
Drive will be provided

For 3 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner
friendly.
Characters will be created during or before play by the
players.



Old Meg for Vaesen
Offered by Shannon Mac#3474

he mystery starts at the headquarters of the investigators
who receive correspondence from the curate of a rural
parish. They are called to a place in the rural west of
England where the old ways died hard and echoes of the
pagan past are all around. Investigators will then find
themselves with a trail of clues and an eventual countdown
leading towards healing or devastating the community.

This scenario is based on a published one in Vaesen:
Mythic Britain & Ireland.

Vaesen – Nordic Horror Roleplaying is based on the work of
Swedish illustrator and author Johan Egerkrans, Vaesen

presents a dark Gothic setting
steeped in Nordic folklore and old
myths of Scandinavia. The game
mechanics use an adapted
version of the award-winning
Year Zero Engine.

https://freeleaguepublishing.com/
en/games/vaesen/

Content Warnings: Mental and
physical violence typical of a
Nordic Horror

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-
game discussion, X-Card

For 1-3 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner
friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.



Game Slot 8
November 5, 10:00 - 14:00 UTC
November 5, 11:00 - 15:00 CET
November 5, 21:00 - 01:00 AEDT

November 5, 07:30 - 11:30 Newfoundland
November 5, 07:00 - 11:00 Atlantic
November 5, 06:00 - 10:00 Eastern
November 5, 05:00 - 09:00 Central
November 5, 04:00 - 08:00 Mountain
November 5, 03:00 - 07:00 Pacific

https://dateful.com/eventlink/3320773084


Cupid's Henchmen for ARC Doom
Offered by Tore Nielsen

A great joy is upon humanity! Yasha of the Hunters is to wed
Oric of the Farmers! This could mean a lasting peace
between all tribes. Imagine a world (almost) without raids
and retributions. If only...

If only dark clouds weren't gathering. If only the hidden and
the hateful did not conspire against happiness. That is
where you come in. You are ancestors, somewhere
between demigods and annoying relations. You are the
mythical heroes and failures of humanity, here to make sure
that love and peace win the day.

ARC Doom is a fantasy rpg in which the player character
literally race against time to avert a great Doom. In this
case hate's triumph over love.

Content Warnings: marriage,
tangible time pressure, failing
humanity

Additional Safety Tools: Open-
door policy

X-Card

Lines and Veils

For 3-6 players, ages 16 and older. This game is beginner
friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.



A Bone to Pick for Call of Cthulhu
Offered by Grant Dowell

With the recent floods, bones continue to wash up along the banks of
the Miskatonic River as far east as Arkham. Evidence indicates that
an erosion issue in a cemetery on Mill Road in Dunwich is the likely
source of the washed up remains. You are a member of the Harlow
family and work for the family business. The Harlow Excavation
Company is now under contract to find the cause of the problem and
perform the necessary work to put an end to this gruesome ordeal.
So, pack the equipment and fuel up the heavy machinery; it’s off to
Dunwich you go!

MEET THE HARLOWS:

Bailey is 52 years old and the head of the family. They run the family
construction business and has an education in engineering.

Sam is 30 years old and the eldest of the Harlow children. They are
used to working with their siblings on projects in the field, but as a
trained accountant, Sam handles a lot of the business side of the
company. They are quite persuasive in an argument or business deal.

Vick is 25 years old. Having decided that they missed working in the
dirt, they dropped out of Miskatonic School of Medicine to come back
to the family business.

Ryan is the youngest of the Harlows at 18 years old. Although not the
smartest of the bunch, they are athletic, attractive, and strong.

Content Warnings: Impossible choices, Forced labor, Torture,
Cannibalism, Necrophilia, and Gore

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-game
discussion, X-Card

For 4 players, ages 18 and older. This game is not beginner
friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.



Movie Night for Call of Cthulhu
Offered by sicDaniel

Based on a German scenario called "Filmriss", this modern
day scenario takes place inside a movie theatre. The
players are a group of friends who enjoy their regular horror
movie film club gathering when suddenly... hey, why did the
film stop? Who's the dead guy? Why can't we leave?

Beginner friendly, uses pre-gens. Bonus dice for proper use
of horror movie quotes!

Content Warnings: Violence, Body Horror, Loss of Agency,
Memory Loss

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-game discussion

For 2-4 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner
friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.



Ravishing Beauty for Call of Cthulhu
Offered by 10sidedfear

Campania, 64 A.D.

Welcome to the Villa Gaudium! Frugi, a rich patrician, and
his wife Frugilla invited you to admire their recent
acquisitions: the pretentious blue hall and the ravishingly
beautiful slave Megaira.

During this night's festivities you feel watched. Something
dark lurks behind the beautiful decor. Will this luxurious
country residence become your golden grave?

Content Warnings: Abuse, Death, Harm, Mutilation,
Potential Child Harm, Slavery, Survival, Violence

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-game discussion, X-Card

Roll20 link

For 2-4 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner
friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

https://app.roll20.net/join/14081889/emCCWg


Cosmic Blues - Death On Ganymede for Fate
Accelerated
Offered by Tycho

Historical cosmic fantasy.

It's the 1930s. Era of the Great Depression and Dust Bowl America.

But, thanks to mystical awakening, a new frontier has opened up - the
planets and moons of the solar system. Grifters and gangsters ride
the rails to Mars or take steamships to the moons of Venus. Blues
singers wield the power of the spheres. Hobos scratch out hidden
magical runes. Psychics reach out to the afterlife and ghosts walk the
streets.

The Major Arcana are no longer myths and legend, they move among
mortals, offering bargains and tricks. Death Himself, the Arcana who
built the Bone Railroads between planets, has been summoned to the
moon of Ganymede, orbiting mighty Jupiter. There, in the poor mining
town of Zeus's Folly, a murder has been committed, the first ever on
this lonely chunk of icy rock. Death has come to bargain. If he is
granted the right to take the ghost of the victim, he will expand his
empire to cover Ganymede. The one who makes a bargain with Him
will be richly rewarded, with the building of a new inter-planetary
railroad to the sphere of their choice.

But first, someone needs to find out where that damn ghost went!

That's where you, the players, come in. Seeking your fortune amongst
the stars, you sense an opportunity ...

(Simple, easy system, which rewards roleplaying.)

Content Warnings: Murder. Death. Magic. Racism, (referenced).

Additional Safety Tools: X-Card, Lines and Veils

For 3-6 players, ages 16 and older. This game is beginner
friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.



Prodigal Son for Liminal
Offered by Mr Spike

Prodigal Son

A Case Note for Liminal by Paul Mitchener

West Yorkshire, England. 2019

A senior Council of Merlin magician, Sir Tatton Northcott, is
dying of cancer, and wants the Crew to find his estranged
son, Mark. After a recent argument Sir Tatton is worried that
Mark could be in trouble and, through divination, he has
learned the whereabouts of young man.

Sir Tatton has also noticed that some books are missing
from his library but curiously the wards were not triggered,
as they should in the presence of anyone other than a
member of the Northcott family.

Pregens will be provided.

Content Warning: Blood, gore,
afternoon tea, queuing politely,
general Britishness.

Content Warnings: Blood, gore,
afternoon tea, queuing politely,
general Britishness

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-
game discussion, X-Card, Lines
and Veils

For 2-4 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner
friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.



Pilgrimage to the Desecrated Temple for Skorne
Offered by carnel

The Cabal hold sway over the suffering masses of the
Walled City. The demonic oppressors use mystical bondage
to keep the city's population under control despite their few
numbers. If the thralldom of the masses could be broken
then there might be a chance to overthrow Skorne's rule in
at least one corner of his realm. A scholar believes that
relics and knowledge remain hidden within the Desecrated
Temple to the south across the Sludge River. Maybe this is
the opportunity you have been seeking?

Content Warnings: None.

Additional Safety Tools: X-Card

For 3-6 players, ages 18 and older. This game is not
beginner friendly.
Characters will be created during or before play by the
players.



Remember Remember for The Dee Sanction
Offered by random-answer

In the year of our Lord 1605 James I sits on the throne of England and
Doctor Dee (once a trusted advisor to Queen Elizabeth) is out of
favour at Court. That of course doesn't stop the enemies of England
plotting behind the scenes to bring down the monarchy so when Dee
hears rumours of a plot against the crown he calls upon his few
remaining loyal agents to once again defend the country.

This is a Dee Sanction game set in late 1605, around the time of the
gunpowder plot. No previous experience of the Dee Sanction or
knowledge of the gunpowder plot is needed to play in this game.

Historical note, I've taken significant liberties with history here, this
scenario is not a history lesson and it is also not about Protestants Vs
Catholics, the threat you will face is far more insidious than that.

Warning, this is my scenario, it is still under development and this will
be the first time I've run it so it should be considered a playtest and
things may not flow as well as they would in a more polished game.

Content Warnings: Dark rituals, demonic possession, human
sacrifice, seventeenth century attitudes to religion, race and gender
(I'll be avoiding/minimising this where possible but in the seventeenth
century all people were not equal)

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-game discussion,Lines and Veils

For 2-4 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner
friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.



Game Slot 9
November 5, 15:00 - 19:00 UTC
November 5, 16:00 - 20:00 CET
November 6, 02:00 - 06:00 AEDT

November 5, 12:30 - 16:30 Newfoundland
November 5, 12:00 - 16:00 Atlantic
November 5, 11:00 - 15:00 Eastern
November 5, 10:00 - 14:00 Central
November 5, 09:00 - 13:00 Mountain
November 5, 08:00 - 12:00 Pacific

https://dateful.com/eventlink/2196632708


Bait and Switch for Alien: The Roleplaying Game
Offered by iPwnedMSCS

Seegson Field Expedition Team 610J06 has received
special orders from corporate. A Weyland-Yutani science
team's distress signal has been intercepted and this
represents a chance to get a leg up on them. What waits for
the team inside the strange pyramidal structure, and just
how much did Seegson know before sending them in?

Content Warnings: Gore, Body Horror, Infestation Horror,
Intra-party Confilct, Character Death, and Unreliable
Superiors

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-game discussion, X-Card,
Lines and Veils

Foundry link

For 3-5 players, ages 16 and older. This game is beginner
friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

https://kurtz.icsc.space


A Blasphemous Cargo for Boot Hill 1e/2e w/ home-
brewed skills, magic, etc.
Offered by Michael C.

It's nearly the end of October of 1868 and the wealthy newspaper
publisher and recluse, Lord Jenkins, is transporting a crate, the
contents of which are unknown, via rail. Are you part of the group Lord
Jenkins hired to make sure the crate makes it to its destination or are
you part of the band hired by Mr. Kaye, the wealthy steel magnate, to
make sure the crate does not reach its destination?

Pregens provided, with potential characters including gunslinger, bank
robber, safe cracker, sharp shooter performers, priest, doctor, stage
performing escape artist, Kung Fu master. samurai and more.

System: It is a Weird West Boot Hill skirmish adventure. Boot Hill
rules, with a good dose of home-brewed rules to add in special
abilities for some character classes based on weird west and western
tropes. This is a skirmish between two sides of players, the referee is
only there to run the world and unfortunate NPCs. There will be room
for some role-play, but mostly, this will be very tactical. Players will
likely run two characters each.

Content Warnings: Warnings: 1) Violence and gore warning: this
adventure/skirmish is heavily influenced by grind-house movies of
Quentin Tarantino and Robert Rodriguez. Descriptions of events may
be vividly described. 2) Player v Player violence: as an RGP/Skirmish,
player characters will be pitted against each other. 3) High lethality:
your characters may die.

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-game discussion

Roll20 link

For 4-6 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner
friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

https://app.roll20.net/join/9389960/E9XF0g


Dark Waters for Call of Cthulhu
Offered by Vantablack Pharaoh

1926, Arkham, MA. The waters of the Atlantic churn fitfully
as a storm approaches, gathering steam. It's set to be the
worst of the summer, truly a Big One. But in this near-
hurricane force Noreaster that lashes the shoreline like an
angered madman, something else stirs and it is about to
collide with one family like a sucker punch to the gut.

You are friends with Marie Stonewater, a woman who works
for the Miskatonic University library. She has always been
appreciative of you and your help, and for this she has
invited you to a get-together at her house, complete with a
traditional seafood broil and conversation. She's also
brought her family and a couple of other friends. But as the
night rolls on, the storm of the century rolls in and the lights
die... and that's when the mayhem begins.

Dark Waters is a survival horror/murder mystery in a similar
vein to Agatha Christie's And Then There Were None and
the film Knives Out. That is, imagine Cthulhu Clue! Perfect
characters for this include MiskaU staff, detectives, and
other investigative sorts, so long as the character knows or
has a connection to a librarian from MiskaU.

Content Warnings: Body Horror, murder/death, blood/gore
(but nothing super graphic), possible backstabbery

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-game discussion, X-Card

For 3-5 players, no minimum age. This game is beginner
friendly.
Characters will be created during or before play by the
players.



Do Gods Dream of Digital Drugs? （������
��������？） for Call Of Cthulhu
Offered by JR#6689

'Your old friend has invited you to a high-tech music festival
in the flashy Roppongi Hills, Tokyo. But after an incident
spoils your long-awaited vacation, its a race through the
corporate landscape of Tokyo to hunt down and stop a
digital danger that threatens not just the festival, and not just
the nation's capital, but as far as the net reaches around the
world.'

Do Gods Dream of Digital Drugs?, written by Byoushin, is
the first entry in the community-created Japanese Call of
Cthulhu scenario collection 'Japonism.' It is an investigation
focused, near future mystery thriller, heavy on boardrooms
and light on monsters. It is beginner friendly.

Content Warnings: Violence, forced suicide

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-game discussion

For 3-4 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner
friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.



Saturday the 14th for Call of Cthulhu
Offered by Rina (they/them)

It's Saturday, June 14, 1980. Your crime scene team has
been dispatched to Camp Shady Pines to investigate the
bizarre deaths of the camp's counselors who had been
preparing for the arrival of the campers next week.
According to Shelly Peters, the sole survivor, the counselors
were attacked and brutally hacked to death by a mysterious
masked stranger. It's up to you and your team to find the
truth, and fast, so the camp can open on time.

Content Warnings: CW: body horror, violence,
claustrophobia, possible PvP, self-harm, death

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-game discussion, X-Card

Roll20 link TBD

Google Meet link TBD

For 4 players, ages 18 and older. This game is not beginner
friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.



Saturnine Chalice for Call of Cthulhu
Offered by Bitburg_Chef

Something went wrong at the heist; In and out in 15 minutes
the Boss said. Easy pickings and no resistance from the
other Family… Well F!!! Not only was "Greasy Thumb"
Guzik and his men home, but they waited for you to get to
the safe… You were set up. Rocco, Shaun and Arrigo are
dead; you got a hefty beating and a couple of scars. You
managed to hold on a couple bags but someone ratted you
out - or - one of you is working for Guzik. Whatever; New
York is too hot now, not only are the man from "Greasy
Thumb" after you but also the cops who got alerted during
the fiasco. Best to drive up north towards Canada and lay
low with what you got... and maybe you can figure out who
the rat was...

Content Warnings: Body Horror / Violence / Torture / Gore/
Suicide

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-game discussion, X-Card,
Lines and Veils

Roll20 link

For 3-5 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner
friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

https://app.roll20.net/join/11256828/cay6Ig


Carnival of Madness (Scooby-Doo Version) for Call
of Cthulhu (Pulp Scooby Style) 1970
Offered by Shoggoth-Nito

The Gang of Meddling Kids and their dog explore the
Carnival Pandemonium for fun and uncover a possible
haunting or other paranormal shenanigans.

Content Warnings: None.

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-game discussion

For 5-5 players, ages 16 and older. This game is beginner
friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.



A Victim of the Art for Delta Green
Offered by Patricksmatrick

October 2010. A serial killer is at work in sleepy Glenridge,
Long Island. Bizarre mutilations mark the victims of the
“Glenridge Chiropractor,” as national news and the
conspiracy theorists at online call the killer. Privately, the
medical examiner is more troubled by residue found on the
corpses: a pulpy, gray, organic substance that defies
analysis.

When the police ask the FBI for help, Delta Green sends
your cell to pose as a task force to settle matters and cover
up the unnatural .

Content Warnings: Teens in Danger

Additional Safety Tools: X-Card

Roll20 link

For 3-4 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner
friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

https://app.roll20.net/join/13998866/ix5N3g


Hand of the Mandrakes for Fantasy FKR (Free
Kriegsspiel Roleplaying)
Offered by seanfsmith

War criminal Traciens Simic has not been seen since the
conflict was resolved six years ago. It is now rumoured she
is hiding out in the city of Phthalogreen, under the protection
of The Cult of Mandrakes. You arrive in the dead of night,
sworn to finally bring Simic to justice.

FKR is ancient-school roleplaying. Essentially, if your
character could do it, they'll succeed or they’ll know the
cost. If we need to randomise, we’ll roll 2D6 against each
other, with ties going to players (plus complications)

Content Warnings: war crimes, grisly violence and gore

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-game discussion, X-Card,
Lines and Veils

For 2-6 players, ages 16 and older. This game is beginner
friendly.
Characters will be created during or before play by the
players.



A Walk in the Park for Kult: Divinity Lost
Offered by Sue

You and your hiking group have been training hard, and
you’re ready for your first challenge walk: The Moorland
Mastery, organised by popular outdoor adventurer and
motivational speaker Lucien Burke. Fifty miles across the
Peak District, and twenty-four hours to complete it. No
problem. Compared to the military training exercises some
of you have taken part in, this is going to be a walk in the
park.

Content Warnings: Amnesia, drug abuse, mental illness,
body horror, gore

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-game discussion, X-Card,
Lines and Veils

Roll20 link

For 4 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner
friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

https://app.roll20.net/join/13646599/pYyieg


Price of Admission for Kult: Divinity Lost
Offered by thelilscientist

Players are local teenagers in the Trinity Evangelical Church
youth group in 2004. They are gearing up for their annual
Hell House and church fundraiser taking place in the church
recreation center on Halloween. The haunted house is a fun
activity in the small town to raise some money for the
church and keep the kids out of trouble on Satan’s day. This
year is different though. What was once something fun and
playful is quickly turning horrific when the exhibit starts to
have a mind of its own.

Content Warnings: Teenagers in peril and harm,
descriptions of physical and psychological torture, gore,
religious horror, suicide, some sexual situations

Additional Safety Tools: X-Card, Lines and Veils

Roll20 link

For 3-4 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner
friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

https://app.roll20.net/join/14077597/60M8ig


Lamp Posts in Bloom for Unknown Armies
Offered by Scott Dorward

A warm summer evening in middle England.

Old friends gather for a barbecue and drinks.

Secrets will be uncovered.

Lies will be laid bare.

Innocent people will die.

And the lamp posts will come into bloom.

Content Warnings: Body horror, violence, gore, gaslighting,
harm to children, infidelity

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-game discussion, X-Card,
Lines and Veils

For 4-5 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner
friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.



Game Slot 10
November 5, 20:00 - 24:00 UTC
November 5, 21:00 - 23:00 CET
November 6, 07:00 - 11:00 AEDT

November 5, 17:30 - 21:30 Newfoundland
November 5, 17:00 - 21:00 Atlantic
November 5, 16:00 - 20:00 Eastern
November 5, 15:00 - 19:00 Central
November 5, 14:00 - 18:00 Mountain
November 5, 13:00 - 17:00 Pacific

https://dateful.com/eventlink/3219822502


Saturday the 14th for Call of Cthulhu
Offered by Dr. Bones

It is Saturday, June 14th, 1980. The Investigators are a crew
of crime scene analysts, called to investigate the aftermath
of a horrific massacre at Camp Shady Pines, deep in the
woods of rural Maine, allegedly the handiwork of a masked
homicidal maniac.

With the traumatized sole survivor screaming about
something horrible coming out of the water and the killings
beginning anew, all is not quite as it seems at this once
peaceful summer camp.

Will the Investigators solve the mystery of the masked
slasher? Or will they find themselves becoming part of the
legends of the camp, fading into legend as a story told to
scare campers and small children?

This scenario is a love letter to the classic slasher flicks of
the 80s. Expect a good mix of bloody good fun, horror,
humor, and some classic tunes. Gnarly!

Content Warnings: Blood, gore, harm to teenagers, body
horror, murder, violent death, possible drowning, possible
PvP, 80s music

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-game discussion, X-Card,
Lines and Veils

Roll20 link

Discord link

For 3-4 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner
friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

https://app.roll20.net/join/14033310/LJ_hZA
https://discord.gg/rgg3ZhAtvb


The Perfumed Jungle for Call of Cthulhu
Offered by Anthony Lee-Dudley

April 1972

The Xuan Chi valley - A largely unexplored area of the
Vietnam Highlands.

As the active military phase of the US police action in
Vietnam winds down, a team of CIA operatives are allocated
a mission to locate and retrieve a highly prized asset, a US
government biochemist, from deep inside the Vietnamese
highlands.

Content Warnings: Body Horror and Conflict Situations

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-game discussion

Roll20 link

For 3-5 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner
friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

https://app.roll20.net/join/11372034/gLVIxw


The White Journey for Call of Cthulhu
Offered by Plexussolaris

Take on the role of an esteemed member of the board of
charities, each presiding over their own philanthropic
venture.

It is November 1922 in the Dutch town of Leiden. The days
grow shorter. What little daylight there is left is shrouded in
grey clouds. Those unfortunates that have business outside
hurry along the sleeted streets, collars turned up against the
biting wind. Although cold snaps are not unprecedented,
superstitious citizens whisper of ill omens.

You, however, are looking forward to a soiree in the warmth
of the philanthropists' cosy townhouse. You cannot think of a
better way to spend the cold evening; a crackling fire, a
glass of cognac and good company. Utterly delightful…

Join us on the chilling path to madness in this folk horror
adventure with a musical twist.

Content Warnings: Potential harm
to children, Potential harm to
animals, Body Horror, Mob
violence

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-
game discussion, X-Card, Lines
and Veils

Roll20 link

For 2-4 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner
friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

https://app.roll20.net/campaigns/details/14036326/white-journey


The Derelict for Call of Cthulhu (Modern Era)
Offered by CD

Traditionally played with investigators who are part of a
luxury-yacht cruising party crowd that gets in over their
heads, in this version of this classic convention scenario,
written by Call of Cthulhu creator Sandy Petersen, you're a
crew of professionals sent out to investigate and salvage
the wreck of the Groenland Tropisch, a container ship
missing in the north sea. So grab your tow rope and stow
your step jack as you chart a course for: "The Derelict."
Beginners welcome, including those new to Call of Cthulhu
and RPGs.

Content Warnings: Isolation

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-game discussion, X-Card

For 2-4 players, no minimum age. This game is beginner
friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.



The Protocol for Call of Cthulhu (1970s)
Offered by Bitburg_Chef

In 1973 in the crime addled Tenderloin district of San
Francisco people have been mysteriously disappearing. But
you would never know it by watching the news or reading
the paper. These disappearances have been largely ignored
by city officials, police, and the media. Everyone on the
street has heard the rumors, the whispers, but everyone on
the street also knows they have been targeted because
society has decided that they will not be missed.

Players are either locals of the Tenderloin district or tourists
on vacation in the Bay Area and the latest victims that have
mysteriously disappeared.

Simplified Character generation prior game that only
requires 2-3 minutes.

Content Warnings: Body Horror / Violence / Torture /
Suicide / Gore / Blood / Violence

Additional Safety Tools:
Pre-game discussion, X-
Card, Lines and Veils

Roll20 link

For 3-5 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner
friendly.
Characters will be created during or before play by the
players.

https://app.roll20.net/join/14077679/z_2tKA


I'm not brave anymore darling for Call of Cthulhu
Classic
Offered by sweet_fhtagns

It is 1946. The war has been over for almost a year. You lost
something. Maybe it was your innocence. You've tried to live
with the memories and pictures of the things that happened
to yourself and throughout Europe and you have come the
conclusion the only way to escape them is to leave the
continent all together. Thus you have acquired passage on
an old steam ship that will deliver you to the new world
where you will be able to draw a line under the chapter of
your life and history that calls itself the 2nd World War. But
can we really ever escape our past...

Content Warnings: None.

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-game discussion, X-Card,
Lines and Veils

Roll20 link

For 3-4 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner
friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

https://app.roll20.net/join/14081804/9E9kgg


Consume for Cthulhu Dark
Offered by Fragslag

Consume is a Cthulhu Dark mystery set in Mumbai in 2037, driven by
class, construction and consumerism.

We will create an extended family of low status Mumbaikars who live
and work in the vast, sprawling and ever changing Tanwar building,
discussing their ambitions and regrets for a good while at the start of
the session. We'll talk about what life is like in the city and how
technology both liberates and shackles people across the social
classes. Everyone will then head off to work, as they do every
morning. Today however, something is not right.

The aim in a Cthulhu Dark mystery is to collaboratively tell a story of
doomed investigators. Themes of economic, but not racial,
discrimination are central to this near future dystopian setting so your
characters should expect to be treated accordingly as you peel back
the layers of deception and uncover the final horror. Be warned that
suicide is another element central to this scenario so please bear all of
the above in mind before signing up.

Throughout the session I'll check in
with everyone regularly to make sure
that we're using lines, veils, the X card
and other safety tools in an inclusive
and practical way.

Content Warnings: Suicide is a central
theme of this mystery

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-game
discussion, X-Card, Lines and Veils

For 4 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner
friendly.
Characters will be created during or before play by the
players.



Here There Be Witches for Cthulhu Dark Ages
(Modified)
Offered by Vantablack Pharaoh

Puritan Arkham, MA - circa the early 1600's. The fledgling community
is as good and Godly as anyone could hope for, truly a perfect Puritan
village. The problem is, this is still Arkham, MA. The horrors of this
land lurk deep in the veins of the land here, and it's a stronger evil
than a simple colonist could ever bear.

After the town doctor turns up dead, brutally murdered by uncanny
means, legends and rumors begin to swirl of a witch operating in the
little village. Then the children claim they have been seeing things,
and shortly thereafter some of those children begin to suffer horrible
nightmares and deaths. Fears of the Devil's work spread in the village
and paranoia grows as even more begin to fall to this curse. It
becomes so bad that the mayor of Arkham calls in a Witchfinder
General, but is he here to help, or harm? Is there truly a witch in
Arkham?

Here There Be Witches is a horror tale inspired by Dreams in the
Witch-House, and based on actual history and on movies like The
VVitch. This scenario is graphic and discusses a very dark period of
history. It is not suitable for any players under the age of 18 due to
sheer brutality of the situation. We will generate characters before play
with a little adjustment for the actual time period, hence "Modified
Cthulhu Dark Ages". This game isn't beginner friendly for that reason,
sorry.

Content Warnings: Suicide, Death, Torture, abuse of authority,
implied sexism towards women (so be aware of that if you play a
female Investigator here), children in danger/being hurt, religion/
religious horror, violence against women AND men, anything that
could be feasibly associated with the Salem Witch Trials.

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-game discussion, X-Card, Lines and
Veils

For 3-5 players, ages 18 and older. This game is not
beginner friendly.
Characters will be created during or before play by the
players.



Picking the Bones for Hot War (Time and Tide
setting)
Offered by Scott Dorward

New England, 1938. The Works Progress Administration
provides employment for many left jobless by the Great
Depression — constructing highways, public buildings and
infrastructure across the country.

Now a small team from the WPA is assessing a new project.
An old settlement on the Massachusetts coast is slated for
potential renovation. Its buildings are little more than burnt-
out ruins, but people still live there in squalor. If the team’s
assessment is favourable, the WPA can start healing the
scars of the past, restoring Innsmouth to its former glory.

This scenario uses a modified version of the Hot War
mechanics and a thoroughly different setting.

Content Warnings: Potential PVP, violence, blackmail,
abuse of authority

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-game discussion, X-Card,
Lines and Veils

For 3-4 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner
friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.



Maternal Instinct for Kult: Divinity Lost
Offered by thelilscientist

There have been a series of gruesome murders in
Hollywood, CA. The local police department has no leads
and the investigation so far has left them with more
questions than answers. Despite their best efforts to keep
the case under wraps, the network news and social media
vultures have descended to pick apart the bizarre nature of
the crimes. Having come up empty, LAPD was pressured by
the big-wigs to call in the FBI. The players are FBI and
LAPD law enforcement investigating the latest crime scene
of another murdered Jane Doe at a seedy pay by the hour
motel.

Content Warnings: descriptions of body horror and gore,
gun violence, medical horror, children with medical
conditions

Additional Safety Tools: X-Card, Lines and Veils

Roll20 link

For 3-4 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner
friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

https://app.roll20.net/join/14077616/kR8RXw


Dirty Old Town for Microscope
Offered by Groundhoggoth

Tenemere is a place with a mysterious and troubled history,
with tales of weird sightings being reported from the very
earliest settlers right up to the recent events which have
brought it to ruin. Weird creatures in the night, impossible
disappearances, rumours of secretive cults locked in a
multi-generational war: together, we will unpack the secrets
of Tenemere and discover for ourselves where it went wrong
and why it was doomed to fall.

Microscope is a fractal story-telling game: together, we will
construct a history of the troubled town of Tenemere,
ranging from a broad description of significant eras right
down to acting out individual scenes that occur during the
centuries of it's existence.

There is no GM: all players take it in turn to lead a round of
storytelling, with players getting the chance to make at least
one contribution to the story during each round.

Content Warnings: Player driven, dark conspiracies,
bloodshed, cosmic horror

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-game discussion, X-Card,
Lines and Veils

Virtual Table Top link TBD

For 3 players, ages 16 and older. This game is not beginner
friendly.
Characters will be created during or before play by the
players.



The Novikov Gambit for Mutants and Masterminds
Offered by Puddy_R

Nick Fury summons The Avengers to a top-secret
S.H.I.E.L.D. facility to look into a break-in by a mysterious
team of agents.

Content Warnings: None.

For players, no minimum age. This game is beginner
friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.



The Covenant of Dagon for One
Offered by Phzoul

Last summer was the best. You and the other members of the
Seekers of Truth Society traveled the eastern seaboard overnighting
in haunted houses, hunting cryptids, and searching through old
collections for anything related to the occult. Of course, you didn't find
anything of note, but it was fun.

While Victor Coven is your group's founder and leader, none would
dispute that its heart was Aseneth Waite. Her knowledge of the occult
was unrivaled, and she was a dear friend to you all. But then, in
October, she was gone.

The note said she had to return to her hometown of Innsmouth
because of an urgent family matter. She left kind words for everyone
but made it clear she was not coming back. Victor brooded over the
winter months, and meetings grew infrequent. You were sure the
group would dissolve.

Then Victor called everyone together to plan the summer expeditions.
Meeting at a lodge outside of Arkham, Victor explained that there
would be only one outing. The group would drive to Innsmouth to see
Aseneth. Her unexpected departure was one mystery he was

unwilling to leave unsolved.

This adventure is a modern retelling of
H.P. Lovecraft's iconic THE SHADOW
OVER INNSMOUTH, written in 1931.
No-pregens! You get to create your own
Seeker of Truth (which takes about 10
minutes).

Content Warnings: Horror, violence

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-game
discussion

Roll20 link

For 2-4 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner friendly.
Characters will be created during or before play by the players.

https://app.roll20.net/join/14009593/n7ORmQ


The Forbidden Archives for Trophy Dark
Offered by technoskald

The lost Azure Archives are the subject of much speculation. The
mysterious Keepers long ago locked away their secrets from the world
outside. They say any knowledge can be found there, especially those
writings deemed too blasphemous or revolutionary by various
authorities. Grimoires of raw elemental power lie chained and sealed
through techniques lost to all but the most practiced arcanists.

Those who claim to have entered the archives report that the entrance
is forever changing, opening only in places of power at particular
moments in time. Entire cults have formed to seek these entrances,
each with their own prophecies. Miraculously, you and your fellow
treasure-hunters pieced together an exact time and place when one of
the entrances will open. You have done terrible things to come by this
information, but it is a small price to pay. If the rumors are true, the
right tome or scroll could grant you a luxurious retirement or clear you
of a heavy debt. But perhaps you seek something more...

---

Trophy Dark is a collaborative story-telling game about doomed
treasure-hunters entering a haunted space that doesn’t want them
there to seek out riches in the forgotten places of the world. You are
not heroes, but entitled or desperate pillagers there to secure your
wants and needs. The treasure-hunters are doomed, and they
probably won’t achieve their goal. Instead, they are very likely to die
by the end of the game, and watching how they go out is part of the

fun.

Content Warnings: Body Horror,
Confined Spaces, Dissociation,
Heights, Insects & Spiders,
Mannequins, Surveillance

Additional Safety Tools: X-Card, Lines
and Veils

Virtual Table Top link TBD

For 2-4 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner friendly.
Characters will be created during or before play by the players.



The Secret of the Pinched Cistern forWorlds
Without Number
Offered by Wizard

Secret of the Pinched Cistern is a starter adventure in the
vein of classic science-fantasy and dying earth locales. The
PCs have been hired to recover a book from within a locale
known only as the Pinched Cistern and dangers, both
visible and unseen, lie within.

Content Warnings: None.

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-game discussion, X-Card

Foundry link TBD

For 2-4 players, ages 16 and older. This game is beginner
friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.



Game Slot 11
November 6, 00:30 - 04:40 UTC
November 6, 01:30 - 05:30 CET
November 6, 11:30 - 15:30 AEDT

November 5, 22:00 - 01:00 Newfoundland*
November 5, 21:30 - 01:30 Atlantic
November 5, 20:30 - 00:30 Eastern
November 5, 19:30 - 23:30 Central
November 5, 18:30 - 22:30 Mountain
November 5, 17:30 - 21:30 Pacific

*Daylight Saving Time ends in this slot for
this timezone

https://dateful.com/eventlink/9984345081


Eight Folds To Infinity for Delta Green
Offered by mellonbread

You stand on a vast red plain, which extends to the horizon.
Mountains are visible in the distance, silhouetted red by a
green haze that filters upward into the darkness beyond.
The plain is red, ankle deep in blood.

Before you is a massive desk, like a judge would use. It
towers above you.

Sitting at the desk, peering down at you, is a gray little man
in a green accountant’s visor and red vest. He squints, and
asks, in his dusty voice:

"How many people have you killed?"

Content Warnings: Product
may contain graphic
violence, cannibalism, child
endangerment

Additional Safety Tools:
Pre-game discussion

Roll20 link

For 2-4 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner
friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

https://app.roll20.net/join/2674430/F2-9cQ


City of Angels, Secrets, and Garlic for Jiangshi
Offered by P. Troilus

Jiangshi is a storygame about a Chinese family making their living by
running a restaurant in one of North America's Chinatowns, circa
1920s, and possibly having to deal with supernatural entities - such as
Jiangshi - at night. The scenario "City of Angels, Secrets, and Garlic"
is set in one of the 200 buildings of Los Angeles's old Chinatown. For
this scenario we'll play members of a Chinese-American immigrant
family running a restaurant. I know you'll do this respectfully and we'll
talk about it before the game starts!

Tone: Dramedy, some dark tones with room for silly moments. Horror
is mild.

Safety Tools: Pre-game discussion, Open-door policy, Lines & Veils,
informal X-card (as in, not tech-supported in the tech I'm using in this
scenario but otherwise entirely in play!)

Tech

Google Slides + Sheets

Audio/Visual: Audio only - discord
(temporary one-time-use server)

Content Warnings: Racism (may be
minimal depending on player
choices and sliders we agree to at
the beginning of the game; in all
cases some content is veiled),
oppression, potential for
(supernatural-oriented) violence,
missing people

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-game
discussion, Lines and Veils

Discord link TBD

For 2-4 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner
friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.



Wind on The Leaves for KULT: Divinity Lost
Offered by Electric Rancid

The crack-pot team of black-ops agents are sent into the
Colombian jungle to eliminate a rogue operative. Starting in
a village bodega, the black ops team has a choice of
traversal towards a hellish journey of either savagery, body
horror, and/or things unknown!

Content Warnings: Wartime, Body Horror/Gore, Possible
PvP, Drugs & Alcohol, Vulgar Language

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-game discussion, X-Card,
Lines and Veils

For 3-4 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner
friendly.
Characters will be created during or before play by the
players.



The Waking of Willowby Hall for Old School
Essentials (BX DnD)
Offered by tf

The Waking of Willowby Hall is a dense, highly interactive
RPG adventure set in a ruined manor beset by a rampaging
giant, roving bands of restless dead, and a very angry
goose.

Old-School Essentials is a modern restatement of the
classic 1981 Basic / Expert Dungeons and Dragons. The
game is rules light and deadly, relying on player skill and
cleverness.

Content Warnings: Not a very violent scenario, but any
violence may be described graphically

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-game discussion, Lines and
Veils

Roll20 link

Discord link

For 2-4 players, no minimum age. This game is beginner
friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

https://app.roll20.net/join/12996734/tEvf0Q
https://discord.gg/3jKKmAmG


The Phantom Train for Pulp Cthulhu
Offered by Gondorf5_TS

Outside of Warwick, Rhode Island, Late Summer 1926:

The stuffy day almost ended just like any other, until you got the
phone call.

An old friend, calling in a favor to help him track down his daughter,
who has been missing for two days. You did some looking into it, but
Providence P.D. has already dismissed the case. Eloping. Partying.
Typical stuff. However, Jim sounds as worried as a toad under a
harrow, so you decided the least you can do is make sure he doesn't
get in trouble. Who knows, something may even turn up? So, after
gathering your equipment, off to Providence you went.

As the gravel crunches beneath Jim Davenport's Ford Model A, you
look up at the dusty sign on the front of the abandoned structure: Hill's
Grove Station. You look at the company you are with: it looks like
Jim's pulling favors like a child would pull flower petals off a daisy,
judging by who's joining you.

Maybe Jim's daughter and her friend stepped aboard a midnight train.
Which is ridiculous, given that trains haven't stopped at this location in
at least a decade. They say the station closed down because the
station master got hit by a train almost twenty years ago, but that's
about as relevant to this case as George Washington's birthday.

At least things are cooling off now that the sun's going down.

No time to enjoy it; you've got a job to do.

Content Warnings: Mild body horror

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-game
discussion, X-Card, Lines and Veils

For 2-4 players, ages 16 and older. This game is not
beginner friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.



Game Slot 12
November 6, 05:00 - 09:00 UTC
November 6, 06:00 - 10:00 CET
November 6, 16:00 - 20:00 AEDT

November 6, 01:30 - 05:30 Newfoundland
November 6, 01:00 - 05:00 Atlantic*
November 6, 01:00 - 04:00 Eastern*
November 6, 00:00 - 03:00 Central*
November 5, 23:00 - 02:00 Mountain*
November 5, 22:00 - 01:00 Pacific*

*Daylight Saving Time ends in this slot for
this timezone

https://dateful.com/eventlink/2459840067


A Bad Day at Hanging Rock for Call of Cthulhu
Offered by DrT

Film is an exciting new medium in the 20's. Four friends
travel to Hanging Rock to scout the area as a potential
filming location for an exciting new motion picture. Whilst
there, they pause to relax and take in the lovely autumn
sun. They are soon interrupted by a distraught father
searching for his daughter who has become lost amongst
the crags and tors of Hanging Rock. This event propels the
friends into the worst and possibly last day of their lives.

Content Warnings: mild supernatural themes

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-game discussion

For 4 players, ages 16 and older. This game is beginner
friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.



Lightless Beacon for Call of Cthulhu
Offered by Shoggoth-Nito

Monday, April 12th, 1926, ...a moonless night...a malfunction
at the lighthouse...

Four strangers , their ship founders on nearby rocks, are
forced to take to a small lifeboat and head to Beacon Island
for refuge in the growing storm. Dangers untold lurk as a
mystery unfolds under The Lightless Beacon.

Content Warnings: None.

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-game discussion

For 4 players, no minimum age. This game is beginner
friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.



Pelvis et Umbra Sumus for Cthulhu Dark
Offered by Kraken

Modern day. Four strangers receive letters from the Carter &
Carter law firm inviting them on an all expenses paid trip to
Northern Maine. They are to be beneficiaries of the estate of
Ophelia Atwood, a reclusive woman who has recently
passed. None of these beneficiaries have ever heard of her.

Strapped for cash in desperate times, it is an offer too good
for our strangers to refuse, however strange and suspicious
it sounds.

But who is Ophelia Atwood, and why did she name them in
her will?

Content Warnings: decay, rot, attempted suicide

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-game discussion

For 3-4 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner
friendly.
Characters will be created during or before play by the
players.



The Promises We Keep for King Arthur Pendragon
5.2
Offered by Shannon Mac

Maiden May Longstock comes to you all asking for
assistance based on your relations with her family
historically. Her lands have been brutally seized and she
has been cast out. She asks that you all help her reclaim
her lands from "those robber knights."

Pendragon is a world of high ideals with grittier undertones
beneath it. Combat is deadly but fun. As long as you don't
think this will be high-powered fantasy you'll do all right.

Content Warnings: The usual gamer violence but nothing
over the top

Additional Safety Tools:
Pre-game discussion, X-
Card

For 1-3 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner
friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.



Game Slot 13
November 6, 10:00 - 14:00 UTC
November 6, 11:00 - 15:00 CET
November 6, 21:00 - 01:00 AEDT

November 6, 06:30 - 10:30 Newfoundland
November 6, 06:00 - 10:00 Atlantic
November 6, 05:00 - 09:00 Eastern
November 6, 04:00 - 08:00 Central
November 6. 03:00 - 07:00 Mountain
November 6, 02:00 - 06:00 Pacific

https://dateful.com/eventlink/1630477830


Sound of the Sea for Call of Cthulhu
Offered by 10sidedfear

The converted fishing cutter is on its way to Heligoland and
has reached the open sea. The Melpomene rocks in the
stormy weather. The wind sings its eerie song.

The passengers around you are restless. The sudden fog is
more than unusual. Something is moving out there. Or are
your nerves playing tricks on you?

Content Warnings: Body Horror, Confined Spaces, Death,
Drugs, Firearms, Harm, Potential Child Harm, Sexual
Violence, Violence

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-game discussion, X-Card

Roll20 link

For 3-5 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner
friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

https://app.roll20.net/join/14081898/MvKfvQ


Two Tales From Puppetland - The Tale of Three
Buttons and Vada Wolley Rex for Puppteland
Offered by SarahD

Once upon a time there was an old man who used to make puppets.
He created a land where all his puppets could be safe and content
away from the human world. The puppets lived in peace and
happiness until the evil Punch killed the Maker and took over his
lands, ruling over them with an iron fist. The only part of Puppetland
where Punch's influence did not cast its dread shadow was a town
called Respite over the lake of milk and cookies. Led by the wise Judy
this town was full of puppets who had escaped Punch's regime and
now worked to overthrow the tyrant and bring joy back to Puppetland.

Puppetland is a diceless storytelling horror RPG created by John
Scott Tynes. It relies heavily on improvisation and role play by the
players and GM, with the players speaking only in character and the
GM speaking as though narrating a children's story. Puppetland
Adventures take a maximum of 1 hour each so I will be running 2
adventures. The first a quest to retrieve some shiny button eyes that
have been stolen from innocent puppets and the second, a mythos
encounter with a Puppetland twist. I expect the two adventures plus
the pre-game discussions and character generation to take a
maximum of 3 hours.

Content Warnings: Body horror (both human and puppet), childlike
characters in distressing and horrifying situations (all the puppets are
adults but view the world in a childlike fairytale manner), horror
themes relayed in a children's storytelling style, mind control, harm to
animals (one of the characters whose eyes are stolen is a horse
puppet)

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-game discussion, X-Card

For 2-4 players, no minimum age. This game is beginner
friendly.
Characters will be created during or before play by the
players.



A Summer Frost for Vaesen
Offered by blythy

June 1873 and a letter arrives at the Society's offices in London -

Dear Sirs

I understand that your Society deals with matters of the supernatural
and accordingly I request your help.

I am parish priest to the village of Brancombe in South
Gloucestershire. A young woman of the village has been brutally
murdered and the while a young man has been arrested, no one
except the police believes that he is guilty. Moreover, since the murder
there have been strange occurrences. Animals have been killed with
equal savagery and while it is early June, there has been snow and
frosts. I fear something unnatural is at work.

Please come to Brancome as soon as you are able. My house is at
your disposal.

Yours

Rev Edgar Longby MA (Cantab), Curate to the Parish of St Birran, Nr
Annonsbury, Glos.

Vaesen is a game of 19th Century gothic
horror. The adventure has been re-titled but
is taken from the Mythic Britain & Ireland
supplement by Graeme Davis.

Content Warnings: None

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-game
discussion, X-Card, Lines and Veils

Roll20 link

Google Meet link

For 3-4 players, ages 16 and older. This game is beginner
friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

https://app.roll20.net/join/13164845/usxoww
https://meet.google.com/vqv-bovt-zhk


Game Slot 14
November 6, 15:00 - 19:00 UTC
November 6, 16:00 - 20:00 CET
November 7, 02:00 - 06:00 AEDT

November 6, 11:30 - 15:30 Newfoundland
November 6, 11:00 - 15:00 Atlantic
November 6, 10:00 - 14:00 Eastern
November 6, 09:00 - 13:00 Central
November 6. 08:00 - 12:00 Mountain
November 6, 07:00 - 13:00 Pacific

https://dateful.com/eventlink/1516786995


Fallout for Alien: The Roleplaying Game
Offered by iPwnedMSCS

“You know there’s a very big chance you’re not going to walk away
from this, don’t you?”

— CHAD MCLAREN

Someone is bombing border colonies with a deadly mutagenic
pathogen. You are a team of academics seeking to gather samples
and offer humanitarian aid. This is a dangerous proposition, however,
as all colonies that have suffered outbreaks have been subsequently
quarantined and nuked.

Your group's plan is simple—bypass the authorities, offer relief to any
survivors, gather xenobiological samples, make a holographic record
of the incident, and get out of there before the nukes come.

You arrived in-system a few hours ago, traveling at an oblique angle
from the planet’s northern pole to help mask your approach. As you
near the colony, it looks like you’re not the only ones interested in
LV-187.

Please note: This scenario spoils events in the novel Alien: Colony
War

Content Warnings: Gore, Body Horror, Infestation Horror, Intra-party
Conflict, Character Death

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-game discussion, X-Card, Lines and
Veils

Foundry link

For 3-5 players, ages 16 and older. This game is beginner
friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

https://lv187.icsc.space


An Unctuous Brew for Call of Cthulhu
Offered by SpoJino

1923 Ceylon (Sri Lanka): Production yields for a British-
owned tea plantation have greatly fallen. Thus far, no clear
explanation for the dip in production has reached the
company that owns the planation. A lack of incident reports,
coupled with the apparent failure of local expertise to
resolve the issue, has led to a specialized team of
investigators to be sent to the plantation. By the time the
investigators arrive, the situation appears to be even worse
than first reported! And local villagers speak of approaching
doom. Classic era Call of Cthulhu. 3-6 players, Pre-
generated characters will be provided..

Content Warnings: Body horror, animal mutilation

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-game discussion, X-Card

For 3-6 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner
friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.



Tatterdemalion for Call of Cthulhu
Offered by Dr. Bones

Anthony Abbott Cabot Carmichael requests the pleasure of
your company at a masked costume ball, to be followed by
a gala supper and the premiere of a new theatrical work. At
Withywindele, on Long Island, Eight O'Clock. Saturday
Next.

The invitation arrives to your home, bringing to mind
memories of the eccentric Carmichael. His lavish, bordering
on hedonistic lifestyle juxtaposed his unexpected
disappearance and now sudden reappearance. Though his
earliest works were well received, his later theatrical
endeavors were met with spite, including the 1922
premiering disaster "Sodom" (closing after only 2
performances). Maybe that's why he disappeared from the
public eye... But what of this new work? It's been some time
since he last premiered anything. And what to wear for the

masquerade?

From the 1990 Chaosium
release "Fatal Experiments"

Content Warnings: Blood, gore,
murder, loss of agency,
hallucinations, theater folk, horny
Russians

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-
game discussion, X-Card, Lines
and Veils

Roll20 link

For 3-4 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner
friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

https://app.roll20.net/join/14074347/Jd8DWQ


The Shadow Over Providence for Call of Cthulhu
Offered by Mr Spike

The Shadow Over Providence

A Call of Cthulhu 7e scenario by Jon Hook

August 25th 1928, Rhode Island

The Milton Hotel is hosting the British Museum's touring
exhibition “Kingdom of Fire - Egypt’s 18th Dynasty.”

The crown jewel of the exhibition is a black canopic jar
which it is claimed contains the essential salts of the
infamous Ibnhotep "the Mad"; vizier, astronomer, and wizard
to the boy king, Tutankhamun.

Pregens will be provided.

Content Warning: Blood, gore, eldritch horror, existential
dread, all that good stuff.

Content Warnings: Blood, gore, eldritch horror, existential
dread, all that good stuff

Additional Safety
Tools: Pre-game
discussion, X-Card,
Lines and Veils

For 2-4 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner
friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.



Blackshade for Call of Cthulhu (Gaslight)
Offered by Scott Dorward

Blackshade Asylum stands alone on the Yorkshire Moors.
The Wealthy and powerful from across the country trust its
staff to care for their more troubled relatives, or sometimes
the troublesome ones. The recent electrification of the
facilities has ushered in a new era, illuminating not only the
asylum but the human mind itself. What new wonders
await?

Content Warnings: Mental illness, abuses of power,
violence, historical mistreatment of vulnerable people

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-game discussion

Open-door policy

X-Card

Lines and Veils

For 2-4 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner
friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.



A Victim of the Art for Delta Green
Offered by Bitburg_Chef

The Agents are called in to help an ongoing murder case in
the sleepy town of Glenridge, Long Island. A serial killer with
a bizarre modus operandi has been taking victims in the
town, leaving them coated in a pulpy, organic substance. It
defies analysis and inflicting upon the victims inexplicably
weird mutilations which have led the national news to dub
the perpetrator, the ‘Glenridge Chiropractor’. This has been
picked up elsewhere, attracting wider coverage, including
conspiracy theorists and Phenomen-X, which will make the
involvement of the Agents in the case all the more
complicated. Assigned as FBI advisors—whether they are
or not—to the lead investigator, this though, is the least of
the Agents’ problems…

Content Warnings: Body Horror / Violence / Torture / Gore /
Paranoia

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-
game discussion, X-Card,
Lines and Veils

Roll20 link

For 3-5 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner
friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

https://app.roll20.net/join/14077683/Crrquw


PX Poker Night for Delta Green
Offered by stef1885

Somehow you ended up on Platte USAF base in the back
end of nowhere (Nebraska). You didn’t expect this when
you signed up to USAF. Now you are going about your
duties and waiting to be discharged (honourably or
dishonourably – you don’t really care). Just another day on
the base trying to find something interesting to do. Hell at
least maybe you can win some money from the commander
as its poker night tonight....Oh wait – what’s that van at the
security gates……………..

Content Warnings: Cosmic strangeness, horror, WTF.

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-game discussion

https://roll20.net

For 4-5 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner
friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.



Let's make a horror movie! for Fear of the Unknown
Offered by T_T

Fear of the Unknown is a zero prep horror mystery RPG
where every game is a horror film. At a previous WWGF
Scott Dorward played it and said "The mechanics work
really quite well. It's coming together nicely. I did enjoy that."

Solve mysteries, face perils, encounter horrors, and see
how that changes you as a person!

Content Warnings: none

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-game discussion

Google Meet link

For 2-5 players, no minimum age. This game is beginner
friendly.
Characters will be created during or before play by the
players.

https://meet.google.com/git-jtpb-tht


Havel's Cross for Kult: Divinity Lost
Offered by thelilscientist

In this DnD/Kult crossover, players will be fantasy anti-
heroes that answer a call of assistance from a group of
archaeologists who need help to escort a valuable artifact
back to civilization. For experienced adventurers like
yourselves, nobody expects anything out of the ordinary.
However, our heroes will have more than mere bandits to
deal with at Havel’s Cross.

Content Warnings: fantasy horror and gore

Additional Safety Tools: X-Card, Lines and Veils

Roll20 link

For 3-4 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner
friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

https://app.roll20.net/join/14077620/OzeoHw


Escape from the Ticking City for Swords without
Master
Offered by carnel

The heir of the Spiral Gateway is a prisoner of the Bronze
Golems of the Ticking City. Breaking them out is a suicide
mission but on the other hand not being able to repay your
debt to the Medusa Sisters is equally fatal so freeing the
Spiral Heir might be the easier task. Of course you have to
ask yourself what to the Sisters want with the Heir and if the
stories are true that the Gateway can take you to whole
other universes maybe you can actually run out on your
debts.

Content Warnings: None.

Additional Safety Tools: X-Card

For 3-5 players, ages 16 and older. This game is not
beginner friendly.
Characters will be created during or before play by the
players.



Sins of the Past for They Came from Beyond the Grave
Offered by DontStopMeNow

You hear the whirring of the projector as the movie trailer starts to
play...

An older man runs through the woods, limping slightly. He’s wearing
the country uniform of jeans, flannel shirt, fleece vest, and baseball
cap. He hides briefly behind a tree, slumping against its gnarled trunk.
His breath, visible in the air, catches the beam of a flashlight sweeping
back and forth behind him, and he takes off again, sweating. Just
when he appears to be free of whatever chases him, a shadow steps
out from behind a tree and splits his forehead open with an axe. He
looks up, stunned, as blood pours down his face, then falls over dead
as the shadowy figures close around him.

The scene fades to black and is replaced by the title card in big red
letters reading SINS OF THE PAST.

They Came from Beyond the Grave is a crunchy, feature-filled rpg that
places players in the shoes of characters in hammy 1970's horror
films. Use tropes, quips, and cinematic features to break the 4th wall
make it out alive.

A little more about this scenario:

A seemingly small, sleepy town in the
middle of nowhere reveals horrifying
secrets and scandals over the course of
one terrifying night. Your car broke down,
and you have no choice but to face the
curse of Rust Run! Can you survive the
night? Will you want to?

Content Warnings: Horror movie tropes,
body horror, perilous situations, cheesy
70's references, mob mentality, flashback
scenes

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-game
discussion, X-Card, Lines and Veils

For 3-4 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.



Game Slot 15
November 6, 20:00 - 24:00 UTC
November 6, 21:00 - 01:00 CET
November 7, 07:00 - 11:00 AEDT

November 6, 16:30 - 20:30 Newfoundland
November 6, 16:00 - 20:00 Atlantic
November 6, 15:00 - 19:00 Eastern
November 6, 14:00 - 18:00 Central
November 6. 13:00 - 17:00 Mountain
November 6, 12:00 - 16:00 Pacific

https://dateful.com/eventlink/6372283695


Mandatory Fun for Alien: The Roleplaying Game
Offered by Allegedly Dave

It’s 2187 and humanity has spread out among the stars. For
most people space is hell, but not for you. You are an
employee of the Weyland-Yutani corporation, and you’ve got
a future!

Every year the top executives at Weyland-Yutani gather for
the annual executive retreat at the luxurious Overlook
Station in the New Eden Sector. This is a fantastic
opportunity for anyone trying to climb the corporate ladder.
Enjoy a few cocktails with your favorite co-workers as you
scheme your way to the top at this once-a-year celebration
of power points & middle management. Just be careful
whose hands you step on.

Content Warnings: Body horror, Parasites, Corporate
meetings

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-game discussion, X-Card,
Lines and Veils

Roll20 link

For 3-4 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner
friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

https://app.roll20.net/join/14055916/8dlFGw


Ghost Jackal Kill for Call of Cthulhu
Offered by Puddy_R

An investigative reporter contacts faculty at the University of
San Francisco for assistance in translating a mysterious
snippet of language.This simple request reveals to the PC’s
secrets about the world they were better off not knowing.

Content Warnings: None

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-game discussion

For 3-4 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner
friendly.
Characters will be created during or before play by the
players.



Mail-Order Bribe for Call of Cthulhu
Offered by Jade Griffin

Boston, Massachusetts, December 1922. Leaving their
hometown in a rush and armed only with a post office box
key and a strange letter, investigators are on the hunt for
answers. A mentor missing, a search for a father never met,
and a beautiful if conniving woman plaguing their every
step, investigators must either trust what they see or follow
their feelings. The trail coiling them closer to dark deeds and
madness, will answers be addressed or will they become
enveloped in the scurry of a thousand legless questions.

Mail-Order Bribe is a Classic Call of Cthulhu 7th Edition
adventure.

Content Warnings: Content
Warning: soul removal,
forced PC marriage, bugs,
and mention of indigenous
peoples using antiquated
terms.

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-
game discussion, Lines and
Veils

For 3-4 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner
friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.



Safe Space for Call of Cthulhu
Offered by Rina (they/them)

Survivors of encounters with strange, inexplicable horrors
gather at the Miskatonic University to take part in a support
group run by Dr. Amelia Vichy. The recruitment flyer
promised a safe environment for you to talk about your
experiences with others who've been through otherworldly
horrors, as well as some resources and help in coping with
knowledge man was not meant to have. But something feels
a little odd at the first session, and when everything around
you begins to change, you might start to think that your
encounter with eldritch abominations might not be over...

Content Warnings: body horror, violence, possible PvP,
self-harm, death

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-game discussion, X-Card

Roll20 link TBD

Google Meet link TBD

For 3-4 players, ages 18 and older. This game is not
beginner friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.



Uisge Beatha for Call of Cthulhu
Offered by Bitburg_Chef

When the Investigators friend, and new young laird from
California moves to Scotland, he gets more than he
bargained for when he visits the ancient whisky distillery on
his land. Quickly he calls for aid from his friends to visit him.
The investigators receive a frosty reception from the locals,
and discover there truly is ‘something in the water’.

An investigative CoC Scenario from the Cthulhu Britannica -
Shadows over Scotland sourcebook.

Content Warnings: violence/gore/kult aspects/body horror

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-game discussion, X-Card,
Lines and Veils

Roll20 link

For 3-5 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner
friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

https://app.roll20.net/join/14077686/fYQ2Cg


The Dragon and the Wolf for Call of Cthulhu Dark
Ages
Offered by ZoeKitten84

A cool autumn wind shakes leaves from the trees as you
enter the village of Wroxeter. It is said that this was once
one of the largest Roman cities in Britain. Now, fragments of
a great wall and some crumbling foundations are all that
remains. Interspersed within and around these shadows of
yesterday’s greatness is a humble village of just a dozen or
so families. They watch you cautiously as you approach,
men, women and even children with a bow or knife at hand,
ready to fight. These villagers are hard, strong folk of Saxon
heritage. These are the ones who stayed after the more
fearful have fled to Shrewsbury. Yet, even in their eyes, you
can see the hint of fear. This Black Wolf must be a fierce
beast indeed to trouble these folk.

Content Warnings: Snakes

Additional Safety Tools: Lines and Veils

Roll20 link

For 4-5 players, no minimum age. This game is beginner
friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

https://app.roll20.net/join/12715184/A2BiIQ


Amidst the Ancient Trees for Cthulhu Dark
Offered by technoskald

In 1970s East Texas, a young woman has gone missing.
The investigators will set out to try to find her in the piney
woods, but they will need to confront horrors deeper than
anything they could have imagined.

Content Warnings: Danger to children, body horror,
confined spaces

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-game discussion, X-Card

For 2-4 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner
friendly.
Characters will be created during or before play by the
players.



Under the Knife for Kult: Divinity Lost
Offered by thelilscientist#3521

What would you give to stay young and beautiful today?
With social media pressure and public appearances on
every social platform it is important to stay as fresh and as
young as one can. But do not worry, we are here to enhance
your experience of what it means to be beautiful. The Re-
Imagine Center for Plastic Surgery and Dermatology in
Beverly Hills is here for you, just give us a call or visit our
website to make an appointment today … for beauty might
not last…

Content Warnings: Body Horror /Medical gore/ Violence /
Torture / Suicide

Additional Safety Tools: X-Card, Lines and Veils

Roll20 link

For 3-4 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner
friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

https://app.roll20.net/join/14077624/KHQkNg


UNLAND for Kult: Divinity Lost
Offered by Sue

Five old friends from university are preparing for their
annual meet-up. One of the group, Steve, is a keen urban
explorer and has shared his plans to visit Funland, an
abandoned theme park north of the city, before joining the
others. But his recent messages have become increasingly
disturbing, and now he's stopped replying entirely. The rest
of the group have gathered and are deciding what to do.

A mind-bending Call of Cthulhu scenario from the mind of
Scott Dorward, modified to run in Kult: Divinity Lost.

Content Warnings: alcoholism, amnesia, bereavement,
disability, mental illness, suicide

Additional Safety Tools: X-Card, Lines and Veils

Roll20 link

For 4 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner
friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

https://app.roll20.net/join/11912967/BH0aIA


Winter's Daughter for Old-School Essentials (BX
DnD)
Offered by tf

Amix of the weird and the whimsical, Winter's Daughter is a
romantic fairy-tale dungeon adventure set in the creepy old
forest of Dolmenwood.

Old-School Essentials is a modern restatement of the
classic 1981 Basic / Expert Dungeons and Dragons. The
game is rules light and deadly, relying on player skill and
cleverness.

Content Warnings: Not a very violent scenario, but any
violence may be described graphically

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-game discussion, Lines and
Veils

Roll20 link

Discord link

For 2-4 players, no minimum age. This game is beginner
friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

https://app.roll20.net/join/12996734/tEvf0Q
https://discord.gg/3jKKmAmG


Lost Weekend for The Fall of Delta Green
Offered by DirktheDice

1968, John Lennon returns from India, trees start to decay,
and civil rest is growing.

You are members of UNIT, the command centre of the
fading Unified Intelligence Taskforce operating in the UK.
Delegates from Delta Green are monitoring anti-Vietnam
War protests and are attached to UNIT.

You have been despatched to investigate unusual activity to
the centre of Liverpool. There's something rotten found in
the concrete.

Nobody told you that there'd be days like this. Strange days
indeed.

Content Warnings: None.

Roll20 link

Zoom link

For 2-5 players, ages 16 and older. This game is beginner
friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

https://app.roll20.net/join/14023436/Zd2cQQ
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/86967512579?pwd=TkREeWhQMEd6NG4rZ2dra3Y0RSt2Zz09


The Final Voyage of the Selene for The Final
Voyage of the Selene
Offered by Groundhoggoth

Being a final account of the circumstances leading up to the
evacuation of The Selene, on its return voyage from the
frontiers of explored space, in the form of a Storytelling
Game for 4 to 6 players.

This is a guided narrative freeform: there is no GM,
everyone acts together to tell the story of this ill-fated
voyage. During the course of 3 acts, bookended by a
prologue and epilogue, the six characters will explore their
agendas and motivations, while the players are aware that
their actions may be the cause of the disaster that engulfs
The Selene and their characters may not get out alive.

This is an Open Game: the PCs will have secrets, but all
players will have access to this information and are asked to
use this knowledge in a respectful way to advance the story
for everybody.

Content Warnings: Sci-Fi, Space Opera, Mature Themes,
Player Driven

Additional Safety
Tools: Pre-game
discussion, X-Card,
Lines and Veils

For 3-5 players, ages 16 and older. This game is beginner
friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.



Lamp Posts in Bloom for Unknown Armies
Offered by Scott Dorward

A warm summer evening in middle England.

Old friends gather for a barbecue and drinks.

Secrets will be uncovered.

Lies will be laid bare.

Innocent people will die.

And the lamp posts will come into bloom.

Content Warnings: Body horror, violence, gore, gaslighting,
harm to children, infidelity

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-game discussion, X-Card,
Lines and Veils

For 4-5 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner
friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.



Corpse Heist for Vampire: the Masquerade (20th
Anniversary Edition)
Offered by linus.larsson

Unlife is hard enough as a young vampire in Stockholm. It
gets a lot worse when one of your crew is mistaken for a
dead body, rendered immobilized in a brawl by a piece of
wood through the heart. They're now being held on ice
awaiting autopsy at the department for forensic medicine.
Best case scenario, they die an agonizing torturous death
on the slab, aware but unable to act as they're being cut
apart. Most likely scenario, that piece of wood will get
removed early on and a very desperate vampire will claw
and bite it's way through whoever happens to be in their
way. It'll become a bloodbath and a blatant breach of - The
Masquerade! This scenario is especially designed to
introduce new players to Vampire: the Masquerade and the
World of Darkness (but experienced players are welcome
too!)

Content Warnings: gore, body
horror

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-
game discussion, X-Card, Lines
and Veils

For 2-4 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner
friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.
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